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ABSTRACT 
 

In personal task management, individual tasks are susceptible to failure at various stages 
due to failures in prospective memory, information fragmentation, and/or cognitive overload. To 
alleviate the troubles that occur in personal task management, people use various tools such as 
notifications and external memory aids, but there is still room for improvement in regards to 
maintaining distributed cognitive artifacts such as calendars and to-do lists. Improvement in 
staying abreast of this personal task information as opposed to being alerted of it in individual 
instances was the topic of exploration in this work. 

TaskAmbient is an ambient information display system that was designed to address these 
problems. TaskAmbient supports retention of individual task knowledge as well as retention of 
task knowledge in a user’s different areas of responsibility. With this tool, I observed usage to 
verify or deny its ability to support prospective memory and combat the problems associated 
with information fragmentation and cognitive overload in respect to personal task management.  

In this research, studies were conducted to learn about personal task management 
practices and how TaskAmbient was used. In conducting these studies, I found that TaskAmbient 
provided value in retaining task information and staying aware of tasks in a user’s various areas 
of responsibility. TaskAmbient showed the extendibility to other domains of personal information 
management. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
 
People often maintain to-do lists; lists of activities that they need to complete at a later 

time in the day, week, month, or an indeterminate time. Along with time, location and priority 
are often contexts associated with tasks. These contexts, known as retrieval contexts, are often 
recorded with the task in order to provide information about when a to-do can be carried out [1]. 
With retrieval context recorded, current personal task management tools can provide reminders 
to the user to let them know the context in which the task can be carried out has arrived or is 
approaching. 

That said, prospective memory, which is a form of memory that involves remembering to 
perform to-dos, has been known to be fallible [2]. Failures in prospective memory, and in turn 
personal task management, lead to lack of completion of tasks, repetition of tasks, and 
performance of the incorrect tasks.  Prospective memory prosthetics; objects used to cue people 
of their prospective memory tasks, are often used in attempts to alleviate the possibility for 
failure, but have been known to fall short in various aspects such as conveying retrieval context 
and having saliency within a user’s normal workflow. 

Along with the weaknesses of prospective memory and prospective memory prosthetics 
is the fragmentation of task knowledge amongst various personal information management tools. 
To-do information can be spread across email, calendars, and other applications and this 
fragmentation can result in difficulties in finding, maintaining, remembering, and executing 
tasks, all of which are known to be prospective memory failures. Attempting to alleviate 
fragmentation can lead to ineffective use of time in managing to-dos and cognitive overload 
attempting to remember and accommodate changes to to-dos.   

In regards to personal task management, cognitive load is also challenged when user’s 
have to maintain a sense of their to-dos across their “areas of responsibility” (AOR), areas within 
which a person wants to achieve results and maintain standards [3]. An example of losing a sense 
of an area of responsibility is when a person is very focused on a project at work and neglects a 
project at home. Information between and within AORs is needed to maintain schedules and 
recall appointments, so it is important that tools attempt to support these needs. 

Overall, these problems associated with prospective memory and personal task 
management across areas of responsibility and tools have negative effects on personal task 
management. The motivation of this research is to investigate how to contest prospective 
memory failures and information fragmentation as well as decrease cognitive load associated 
with personal task management. Based on prior work, I have hypothesized that principles of 
ambient display design and information visualization can be applied in the design of a 
prospective memory prosthetic to begin to resolve the previously stated problems. 
 

1.1 Research Questions 
In my work, I am investigating two primary questions regarding the previously stated 

aspects of personal task management in the current device age: 
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Question 1: How does aggregation and delineation of personal task information from a user’s 
personal task management tools address problems of information fragmentation and cognitive 
load associated with personal task management? 
 

In previous work, it has been shown that users often utilize multiple personal task 
management tools such as calendars, lists, emails, and micronotes [4]. Today, a majority of these 
tools are used in digital format, allowing users to access their personal task information via 
multiple devices in their personal information ecosystem. Although availability of the 
information has increased due to this digitization, personal task information can be spread across 
multiple applications and users accounts. The use of multiple applications and user accounts can 
lead to fragmentation of personal task information, which may result in poor recall of where to 
find the information when needed [5]. 

Along with this digital information fragmentation is logical information fragmentation in 
accordance to the user’s mental model of their personal task information. In Allen’s book 
“Getting Things Done”, he describes the six-level model for reviewing one’s work, which 
includes the concept of “areas of responsibility”, which are key areas a person wants to achieve 
results and maintain standards. Areas of responsibility may include work, personal development, 
family, and other user-defined areas in which they have responsibilities or tasks to carry out. In 
research, it has been noted that when particular areas of responsibility are not currently in a 
person’s focus, they are subject to error [3]. 

Gonzalez and Mark [6] researched encompassing personal task information across tools 
into “working spheres” that can represent areas of responsibility. They note that there are three 
processes involved in managing working spheres; continual renewal of overviews of working 
spheres, maintaining a flexible window of focus allowing a person to more easily identify 
information in other working spheres while attending to a particular working sphere, and 
managing transitions between working spheres, making the switch between them easier. Overall, 
these three processes require a large amount of cognitive load within current personal task 
management tools, based on their observations.  

They argue that “technological support should be oriented towards helping individuals 
maintain both local and global perspectives of their “working spheres” [6]. It is anticipated that 
this externalization would decrease the cognitive load needed to keep track of one’s working 
spheres. Other work has also spoken to the need of technological support to allow users to 
organize and group based on responsibilities [6]–[8], but have not spoken to the affect on 
cognitive load.  

They also note that such support should provide “the ability to represent information in 
portable devices that can be located on their desks or hung on walls, and be connected and 
synchronized with other tools such as email, electronic calendars, or other systems” [6]. Their 
work also speaks directly to the challenge of maintaining a sense of what needs to be done in 
other areas of responsibility stating “technology can play a very important role in providing 
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individuals with an expanded focus to be aware of events that might affect both current and 
pending working spheres” [6]. 

The value of aggregating and delineating personal task information has been identified 
in these prior works, and I will apply said findings to further examine the effects on information 
fragmentation and cognitive load. 
 
Question 2: Will visualizing personal task information on an ambient display further support 
intention retention in personal task management practices? 
 

Prospective memory prosthetics, such as micronotes and reminders, are used to 
externalize prospective memory tasks, which are tasks that need to be carried out in the 
future [1], [9], [10]. Prospective memory tasks, or “delayed intentions”, when formed, 
require retrieval context to be associated with them (time, location, etc.). There are occasions 
though, in intention formation, where retrieval context is not yet available or it is ambiguous. 
These types of delayed intentions, with minimal retrieval context, are called step intentions, and 
those with optimal retrieval context are called pulse intentions [1], [10].  

Cues commonly aren’t utilized for delayed-step intentions, compared to delayed-pulse 
intentions, because it can be difficult to find an appropriate cue (such as a timer or alarm for a 
time-based delayed intention or a location or object for an event-based delayed intention). The 
cost may outweigh the benefit of setting up such cues as well [10]. When considering cueing and 
delayed-pulse intentions, cues can be ineffective or mis-managed to the point that cueing occurs 
at inopportune times and goes ignored or unnoticed. Overall, cueing alone may not be as 
effective as desired by users of personal task management tools. 

Prior to cueing to-dos to be executed though is the act of intention retention, which is the 
act of maintaining the memory of needing to carry out an activity prior to the retrieval context 
becoming apparent [1]. People rely on either their personal task management tools or memory 
aids and prosthetics to support intention retention. When these items become obscured by other 
activities or information though, intention retention becomes a more difficult task and retrieval 
context become more difficult to identify. External memory aids and prosthetics have the best 
opportunity to do this, re-initiating and increasing intention retention [11], but only if the aid is 
readily available and explicitly designed to cue the person to re-initiate. Gonzalez and Mark note 
that “providing the ability to represent [to-do] information in portable devices that can be located 
on their desks or hung on walls, and be connected and synchronized with other tools such as 
email, electronic calendars, or other systems” is of value and I will explore this in my work. 

Providing the ability to re-initiate intention retention passively is my aim in accordance to 
supporting intention retention. Through investigation of prior work, transforming personal task 
information into a visualization as well as providing this visualization in an ambient display 
format to support passive, readily available, and quick consumption of personal task information 
arose as a viable way to support re-initiation of intention retention. 
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1.2 Approach  
In exploring design options for re-initiating intention retention and alleviating 

information fragmentation and cognitive overload encountered when maintaining personal task 
information, I believe a personal ambient display that shows personal task information can be 
used as an effective system to address both previously stated problems. This belief is based on 
the various principles, design dimensions, and heuristics of ambient displays and information 
visualization that can be used for designing a system used for cueing and comprehension. These 
principles include visual distinctness of information in habitual environments, ability to notify at 
various levels, flexibility of use, and more [12]–[14]. 

In utilizing an ambient display system for cueing retention of delayed intentions, a 
channel for intention retention can be subtly and persistently open, thereby making intention 
retrieval a more “available task”. This increase in intention retrieval-ability may "positively 
effect" the task of intention reevaluation and intention execution of a delayed intention, thereby 
positively effecting overall maintenance of delayed intentions.  

In utilizing an ambient display system for aggregating and delineating personal task 
information in various areas of responsibility, a general overview of AORs is available to further 
persuade a user to not only focus on the AOR they are actively working in, but also maintain 
awareness of the fact that activities in other AORs may or may not need their attention, further 
supplementing the user’s ability to maintain perspective of their task information in a “bigger 
picture” view, as described by Allen. 

I seek to evaluate the previously stated two research questions above through 
investigating prior work in the area of personal task management and prospective memory, 
inquiring with people about their use of personal task management tools and iteratively 
designing and evaluating an ambient display system that provides the affordances described 
above in this section. I will be looking to answer the following questions through conducting this 
iterative design-based research project:  
 

• How does the ambient display visualization of personal task information effect intention 
retention of personal task information? 

• Does the ambient display provide a valuable holistic overview of one’s areas of 
responsibility? 

• What aspects and functionalities should be included/removed and how do they effect 
personal task management and prospective memory? 

 
Effectively, in this work, I am looking towards the following solutions for the previously 

stated problems: 
 
Solution 1: A device that provides an overview of personal task information from multiple 
sources delineated based on areas of responsibilities can improve personal task management 
tools’ ability to aid memory of personal task information. 
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Solution 2: A device that is readily available with a glanceable visualization of personal task 
information can effectively cue users to the act of intention retention without overloading user’s 
cognitive load. 
 

1.3 Organization of Thesis  
The rest of the thesis is organized as followed: 
 

• In Chapter 2, I discuss the current status of research knowledge in the areas of 
prospective memory, personal task management, and ambient displays. 

 
• In Chapter 3, I discuss design considerations for the ambient display system based on 

ambient display, prospective memory, and other design principles. 
 

• In Chapter 4, I highlight the implementation of the ambient display system. 
 

• In Chapter 5, I discuss the experimental methodology of the entirety of the research 
project including inquiry design and ambient display system assessment.  
 

• In Chapter 6, I provide detail on the results of design-based research process, including 
what worked, what didn’t work, etc. 

 
• In Chapter 7, I provide a discussion of the overall effect of the design considerations 

included the designs used as well as additional findings in regards to cue design, 
prospective memory, personal task management, and ambient display use 

 
• In Chapter 8, I summarize the overall process and results and provide future implications 

towards ambient displays use for prospective memory and personal task management. 
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Chapter 2 – Prior Work 
 
2.1 Prospective Memory  
 Prospective memory, as defined by McDaniel & Einstein [15], is “remembering to do 
something at an appropriate moment in the future”. Other researchers in the field follow suit in 
defining prospective memory as the need to tend to an intention in the future [1], [9], [16]. A 
prospective memory task includes three components: an action (what you want to do), an intent 
(the fact that you have decided to do something), and a retrieval context that describes when you 
should retrieve the intent and the action and initiate them. [1]. Retrieval context is the most 
variable aspect of a prospective memory task. It describes a situation in which a task can be 
carried out, which can be based on an event, a person, an object, an activity, a time, a location, 
energy level, perceived personal importance, dependence on other activities, and potential 
combinations of these contexts [1], [3]. Other variations on retrieval context can include 
difficulty, habituality, and task duration [16]. A prospective memory task that has a high amount 
of included retrieval context is called a “pulse intention” and conversely, a prospective memory 
task that has a low amount of included retrieval context is called a “step intention” [10]. These 
delineations are discussed further later in this chapter. 

The flow of a prospective memory task has various models [1], [9], [15], [17], but they 
all encompass the following distinct stages: 

• Intention formation: encoding your intent and action with retrieval context in order to 
be able to recall the task you wish to carry out 

• Intention retention: the act of storing, maintaining and recalling the encoded 
prospective memory task (or delayed intention) until it is time to perform the task  

• Intention retrieval: within a context that matches the retrieval context, the delayed 
intention is recalled and noted that it can be executed  

• Intention execution: a delayed intention’s action is initiated and executed, completing 
the prospective memory task flow. 

Although not explicitly noted in current models of prospective memory, there are also the 
potentialities of reevaluating a prospective memory task before intention execution, partially 
completing a prospective memory task upon intention execution, and/or cancelling a prospective 
memory task without the need for its intended execution [1].  Figure 1 in this chapter showcases 
those potentialities within the stage-based flow of a prospective memory task. 
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Figure	  2.01:	  Prospective	  Memory	  Phases	  (adapted	  from	  J.	  Ellis,	  “Prospective	  Memory:	  Theory	  
and	  Applications,”	  in	  Prospective	  Memory:	  Theory	  and	  Applications,	  Psychology	  Press,	  1996,	  pp.	  

1–21.)	  Under	  fair	  use,	  2015	  
  

2.1.1 Prospective Memory Errors 
Prospective memory has its susceptibility to errors in the various stages in the previously 

described model. These errors lead to incompletion of tasks or incorrect execution of tasks. 
In intention formation, the primary error that occurs is faulty encoding of intent and 

action [1]. This can occur due to transcription mistakes in intent, action, and/or retrieval context 
derived from either absent-mindedness or lack of knowledge of the task. Also, in intention 
formation, a notification mechanism, if needed, is created and if a user is not aware of what the 
notification level needed for the task, they may append an inappropriate notification level to the 
task.  

In intention retention, the errors that occur have to do with inattentiveness to potential 
retrieval context or inattentiveness to the need to tend to a prospective memory task in general. 

Intention Formation Intention Retention Intention Retrieval

Intention 
Cancellation

Intention Execution

Intention 
Reevaluation

from Ellis PMTA p.1-21

extension of Ellis’ model

Partial Intention 
Execution
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This can be caused when a delayed intention is supposed to interrupt a person in the midst of 
habitual activities not commonly interrupted [1], [18], [19]. The person’s environment can also 
dictate attentiveness and awareness to prospective memory tasks; when a user is in an unfamiliar 
environment, their attention is more tied to the environment as opposed to their memory. 

Errors in intention retrieval are often related to target event recognition and cueing, both 
of which rely on retrospective memory of information [18]. Elsweiler [20] points out that this 
retrieval is often based on retrospective memory ability, so it is important to understand what 
strategies people use to remember and design tools for these strategies. With retrospective 
memory being involved, errors associated with it are also involved, such as absent-mindedness, 
inattention to the memory itself, and lack of overall recall ability. All in all, if a prospective 
memory task is non retrievable, it cannot be executed. 

In intention execution, repetition errors, performing the delayed intention more times 
than needed because the previous executions were forgotten, are prone to occurrence [1]. 
Absent-minded errors, in which a person carries out an unintended action instead of the intended 
one, are also a form of intention execution error [9].  
 

2.1.2 Prospective Memory Prosthesis and Cues 
	   Many of the aforementioned prospective memory errors can be alleviated with the use of 
cueing mechanisms. Cueing mechanisms provide circumstance or piece of information, which 
aids the memory in retrieving details not recalled spontaneously. These mechanisms greatly aid 
intention retention and intention retrieval, but in order to be of aid, they must be created upon 
intention formation (or reevaluation). In initial prospective memory research, it was found; 
overall, that using external memory aids used cueing prospective memory tasks is useful and that 
successful prospective memory depends heavily on the ease of identifying the cue [18]. 

External memory aids, also called memory prosthetics, promote distributed cognition. In 
Intons-Peterson’s work [21], [22], preference and usefulness was shown towards external 
memory aids such as micronotes. The value was shown in the fact that external memory aids 
could be recoded easier, provided an ample cue for reference to and retrieval of a prospective 
memory tasks, and that just by creating them without referring back to them provided an increase 
in retention. The ability to recode and refer were further highlighted in Lin, Kalnikaite and 
Whitaker, Herrmann; all of which highlighted the ability to do both of these activities using 
digital external memory aids [17], [23], [24]. 

When it comes to accessing memory aids, two methods are commonly used; monitoring 
and spontaneous retrieval. Monitoring involves being actively aware of prospective memory 
tasks that need to be carried out and spontaneous retrieval occurs when a target event arises and a 
person recalls the task that needs to be carried out [9]. Both methods have pros and cons as far as 
cognitive load and reliance on retrospective memory. McDaniel & Einstein [15] also discuss a 
multiprocess retrieval framework, detailing that monitoring and spontaneous retrieval of a 
prospective memory task should be utilized together.  

In regards to cueing based on an individual prospective memory task itself, specifically 
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speaking towards retrieval context, cueing pulse intentions is a relatively easy task, compared to 
cueing step intentions. Due to their retrieval context [1] there is a distinct, defined opportunity to 
carry out the delayed intention. When it comes to cueing step intentions though, there can be 
difficulty, because there is no distinct, defined opportunity to carry out the delayed intention. 
Ellis [10] noted, “The tendency not to use a memory aid for steps may reflect both the difficulty 
of finding an appropriate cue and the costs/benefits of setting up such cues.“ This allows 
delayed-step intentions to be prone to failures.  
 Although a cue can aid in retention and retrieval, it must have particular qualities about it 
to do so, or there is a possibility for inattention prospective memory errors to occur. McDaniel & 
Einstein [18] state that successful prospective memory depends heavily on the ease of identifying 
the cue. In other work, McDaniel & Einstein and Schmidt conduct studies, which note that 
distinctness of cues, can aid in a cue’s success [18], [25]. Kalnikaite and Whitaker [23] 
conducted work in investigating dimensions of digital, physical, quantity, and quality of 
prospective memory prosthetics. They found that higher quality prosthetics in the digital realm 
specifically, were easier to recall and provided cue ability even in their absence. Although 
saliency has been uncovered as a positive factor in generating quality cues, research into cue 
design continues to be necessary to identify other positive factors [20], [26].   

2.1.3 Digital Prospective Memory Prosthetics 
 Managing prospective memory is often conducted using to-do lists and micronotes and 
due to digital device pervasiveness in everyday life allows to-do lists to be digitized. Herrmann 
[17] introduced the advantages of using a PDA for maintaining prospective and retrospective 
memory. In his work, he found that using a PDA as a digital prospective memory prosthetic, a 
user could cycle between passive and active monitoring in the intention retention phase, which 
supports the multiprocess retrieval framework from McDaniel & Einstein, mentioned earlier. 

Several projects highlight additional advantages of using a digital device for memory 
prosthesis and their assistance in recall and overall acceptance by users [23], [27]–[29]. In Isaacs 
et al. [27], they conducted work studying a digital diary tool, which mainly supported 
retrospective memory. They were also able to identify that the retrospective memory aspects 
supported users’ in prospective memory management inexplicitly. Peesapati et al. [28] studied a 
similar tool that supported reminiscence digitally. They found their users found value in the 
reminiscent quality of their tool, and that reflection sparked memories of tasks to do along with 
tasks previously performed. In Kalnakaite and Whittaker [23], a digital note taking system was 
found to have major positive effect on overall prospective memory retention and cueing 
prospective memory tasks over long courses of time. These projects though, focused majorly on 
retrospective memory support and not necessarily prospective memory support. Although 
prospective memory has a retrospective component, there is a prospective memory component 
that can use explicit digital support. 
 The key issue with using digital formats for prospective memory is the “out-of-sight, out-
of-mind” factor of the information. When prospective memory information is not readily 
available, people still have to rely on their memory to recall tasks or recall the task to check if 
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there are tasks in their digital task manager (how meta). Another issue with current digital 
formats of prospective memory is their fragmentation, may it be internal within a prospective 
memory tool or within a set of prospective memory tools. This speaks to the inability to have a 
holistic view of one’s tasks based on various contexts (category, priority, time, location, etc.). In 
my work I look to find ways to properly support these aspects of digital prospective memory. 
 
2.2 Personal Task Management 

The job of utilizing personal task management practices effectively is a challenge many 
people face. There has been work on making the most effective personal task managers. In 
Allen’s “Getting Things Done” [3], he presents multiple practices for maintaining and 
completing personal tasks. He also introduces the “Tickler system”; a folder system for 
managing tasks over months and days using folders that represent each month and day: 43 
folders! Allen’s system is one that has to be thoroughly adopted and integrated into one’s 
workflow, so it does have a shortcoming in its lack of malleability. Slightly simpler to use is the 
Covey Matrix. The Covey Matrix divides tasks into permutations of “urgent” vs. “not urgent” 
and “important” vs. “not important” then allowing users of the system to decide how to evaluate 
the tasks based on where they fall in the matrix [8]. This puts more responsibility on the user to 
further delineate task execution based on context, so although it can provide an initial 
categorization, the user still has additional responsibility to further categorize. 

Studies of personal task management practices have exposed common patterns and 
techniques. Haraty et al. [4] evaluated the use of personal task management tools and were able 
to derive a classification of PTM user types; DIYers, adopters, and Make-doers. The 
differentiators in users were based on if they used a dedicated PTM tool and if they personalized 
whatever method they used to their own liking. The importance of this finding lies in that 
personalization is a primary variable to consider in design of personal task management tools. 
Having the potential to accommodate diverse sets of user archetypes is difficult, but important 
for user adoption. Bellotti et al. [7] conducted a similar study, observing the types of resources 
used for PTM. Amongst their findings were task management strategies of using Task Vistas, 
Informal Priority Lists, State Tracking Resources, Time Management, and Value Extensions. 
They also derived design implications of PTM tools such as supporting the viewing of filtered 
task vistas, making top priority items apparent, supporting capture of tasks away from the desk 
and more [7]. Many of these implications have been seen in current PTM tools today. 

2.2.1 Personal Task Management Challenges 
Many personal task management challenges have been identified over the span of PIM 

research to date. Beyond aspects of diversity in viewing options, ease of input, and ease of 
maintenance [7], four primary challenge categories have arisen from prior work: 

 
Holistic sense of personal tasks 
People often use multiple personal task management tools based on their needs and what 

the tools provides. It can be difficult for users to synthesize information from all of their personal 
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task management tools in order to make decisions on what tasks needs to be carried out as well 
as scheduling tasks for the future. In Leshed and Sengers work [30], they found that people value 
that they know they are busy, but don’t have a great sense of their actual “busyness”, but have 
more of a perception of their busyness. Through their research with participants, they found that 
“participants use these tools to renegotiate their goals and priorities, feel socially committed, 
manage ever-changing real-life interactions, feel in control, and organize not only what they do, 
but also who they are” and that “fusing together or synchronizing tools for various contexts and 
functionalities offers convenience and efficiency”. Not many personal task management tools 
currently take these two aspects into consideration and it can be said that current tools are 
diverging from these two ideas. This parallels findings from Gonzalez and Mark [6], who found 
that support to maintain a holistic sense of working spheres is lacking. 

Allen also discusses the value in assessing an overview of one’s tasks and goals as 
opposed to focusing continuously on what needs to be done next [3]. In assessing from a 
“30,000-50,000 foot view”, also known as the “Bigger Picture”, a person maintains an 
encompassing idea of the purpose of all of what they are doing day-to-day. He also discusses the 
value of maintaining a sense of areas of responsibility, which are the contexts one has personal 
tasks. Personal task management tools, as they stand today, do not provide much of this 
functionality; yet contains a lot of the information that may have an impact on assess things such 
as career and life goals.  

 
Personalization and plasticity 
Personal task management tools are often packaged to work “out-of-the-box”, often not 

allowing a lot of changes within the workings of the system to take place. Often users have needs 
beyond what is provided, and in order to accommodate these needs, they have to create 
makeshift workarounds within the tool’s current feature set. Various research studies found that 
this was a desire of the user’s they surveyed and tested [7], [30]–[33]. All of these researchers 
found that users wanted greater plasticity in the tools provided to them in order to allow them to 
personalize the tool to their specific needs, whether it was in accordance visualization, 
aggregation, and uncommon task management needs. 

 
Task management not being a task 
Personal task management was not meant to be a task itself, but is meant to help facilitate 

the performance of other tasks. It has been found though that users of personal task management 
tools are over-involved in maintaining these tools. Strauss [34] defines this occupation with task 
management as “meta-work”, where a person is managing resources and work activity to create 
sequences and schedules. Where personal task management tools were made to help “underload 
the busyness of people”, in turn they have incorporated an additional level of busyness and a 
higher level of immersion with personal task management tools themselves [30]. This can be 
seen in several personal task management tools and systems, including Allen’s “Tickler” system, 
a 43-folder system that requires users to move index cards with tasks written on them between 
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folders as days go by [3]. These types of systems are made to alleviate cognitive load, but 
introduce additional meta-work, immersing in using the system, making adoption of these tools 
low. 

  
Pervasiveness in device ecology and user environment 
Pervasiveness of personal task management tools in current device ecologies (desktop, 

tablet, mobile, etc.) has improved over time, especially as mobile devices have started to 
accommodate such tools. Now that these tools are pervasively available though, their 
effectiveness in reminding and accessibility has room for improvement. Blandford and Attfield 
[31] noted that “visual salience” and task lists being “readily accessible” are the next steps in 
improving task management tools. Bellotti [7] found that this was effective in their prototype 
research using an “always-open” desktop personal task management tool, the “TaskVista”. 
Gonzalez and Mark [6] also speaks to the need “to represent information in portable devices that 
can be located on their desks or hung on walls“ based on their findings. Desktop display real 
estate is further growing, but in other smaller device’s display, real estate for personal task 
managers has not been further exploited beyond the tools themselves being accessible, thereby 
nullifying the important “always on” aspect of personal task management tools in mobile and 
tablet devices. 

 

2.2.2 Personal Task Management and Prospective Memory 
It can be said that personal task management is a subset of prospective memory 

management. Personal tasks can be defined as prospective memory tasks within different 
contexts in a person’s workflow that vary based on retrieval contexts. Various practices 
described in personal task management parallel those in creating and maintaining prospective 
memory, such as the use of micronotes, reminders, and contextualization. 

The practice of using micronotes, a tool often associated with prospective memory, has 
been pervasive in personal task management practices. Lin et al. [24] highlight the use of 
micronotes as a prospective memory aid in various fashions. Most notably, they observed the use 
of micronotes for more ephemeral, hurried reminders which are often transferred to more 
“durable aids” (calendars, planners, task lists).  In Mistry and Maes work [35], they discussed the 
integration of physical micronotes with digital systems that provided further affordance towards 
personal task management with said micronotes. It has been noted that micronotes are also an 
effective reminder, when placed in specific places the person feels will provide the best 
opportunity for retention [21].  

Contextualizing tasks within personal task management practices has also been 
researched, further highlighting the relationship between personal task management and 
prospective memory. Leshed and Sengers [30] discussed the context of ephemerality in tasks. 
These tasks are those that are more spontaneous and have less retrieval context than others. They 
emphasize that many tools do not accommodate this form of task planning. “Timeful”, a mobile 
application for personal task management looked to resolve this issue by tracking a user’s 
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contexts (time, location, etc.) in order to provide scheduling suggestions for these step-intention 
types of personal tasks1. A similar application, “Any.do” has similar functionality, but primarily 
incorporates ambiguity within a time schedule using categories such as “Upcoming” and 
“Someday”, which also parallels aspects of Allen’s task management structure2. Munoz et al. 
[36] explored visualization of tasks based on the three most common retrieval contexts in task 
management; location, time, and priority as well as discussing incremental navigation of tasks, 
uncovering additional context. This work emphasizes that prospective memory’s retrieval 
context concept can provide a basis for visualization in personal task managers. Kessell and 
Chan [37] conducted similar research to Munoz et al., finding that time and location reminding 
functionalities were popularly used amongst their subjects. 

With the relation between prospective memory and personal task management, findings 
from prospective memory research can be applied to personal task management tool 
development. In my work, I will apply findings about prospective memory cues and prosthetics 
directly to personal task management. 
 
2.3 Ambient Displays 
 Ambient displays present information within a space through subtle changes in light, 
sound, and movement, which can be processed in the background of awareness [38], [39]. The 
uses for ambient displays are multi-fold, including the display of time, personal communications, 
computational processes, and more [40]. 
 Ambient display research has defined various design heuristics, guidelines, and 
dimensions in order to provide means for evaluation. Pousman and Stasko [14], after assessing 
nineteen ambient display systems, defined four dimensions for designing ambient displays:  

1) Information capacity, which represents the number of discrete information sources that 
a system can represent  

2) Notification level, which is the degree to which a system alerts are meant to disrupt a 
user 

3) Representational fidelity, which describes a system’s display component and how the 
data from the world is encoded into patterns, pictures, words, or sounds 

4) Aesthetic emphasis, which is the relative importance in aesthetics of the display. 
With these four dimensions, Pousman and Staskso defined ambient display archetypes, 

which are used to further classify the display produced in this work. The ambient display’s 
usability will also be assessed based on heuristics defined in Mankoff et al. [12] (derived from 
Nielsen) and principles from Matthews et al. work [13], which are based on user expectation, 
information representation, visual distinctiveness and consistency.  

                                                
1 Timeful- www.timeful.com 
2 Any.do- www.any.do 
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2.3.1 Ambient Displays and PIM Support  
 Personal information is a commonly used set of information in ambient displays. This 
personal information ranges from chores that need to be done to usage rates of computational 
systems at work. The main effort of the use of these ambient displays for personal information 
management is to see how personal information changes over time [41]. 

In the realm of information visualization, ambient displays can be used to provide 
incremental navigation functionality as can be seen in several works [36], [37], [42]–[44]. 
Specifically, in van Dantzich’s et al.’s work, where they designed a tool that maintained work-
related alerts and messages, they described two levels of detail (LOD): a level of detail 
associated with peripheral awareness and a level of detail associated with active interaction [44]. 
The incremental navigation that the two levels of detail provided were found to be a beneficial 
factor of the tool designed for their user study. 

Minimal yet openly available interaction with ambient displays can facilitate personal 
information management support as well. This includes tooltips, flashing lights and more, all of 
which call attention to the user when the system needs the user’s attention, and the user normally 
defines that timing. Various research studies showcased the advantages of enabling minimal 
amounts of interaction with ambient displays that allow task and notification reconfiguration and 
incremental navigation [44]–[46]. Ambient display prototypes that provide this value along with 
the ability to change and filter views provides an added level of interactivity with information 
not previously available. 

Ambient displays can also provide persuasion to tend to PIM and PTM needs, mainly 
through cueing users to the fact that there is something to tend to. Reitberger et al. [47] created 
Choreflect, an ambient display tool that aimed to persuade inhabitants of a home more aware of 
chores they do around the home. This system not only persuaded individuals to complete their 
own chores, but provided a socialization aspect amongst inhabitants as well. Their tool also 
promoted fair distribution of work amongst inhabitants. Occhialini et al. [48] created an ambient 
display tool to be used during meetings to support time management. This tool subtly notified 
users that meetings were coming up or were scheduled to end soon, providing them information 
to aid in preparing for future activities. 

There are social implications to using ambient displays for aspects of PIM, may it be 
collaborative or non-collaborative. In the collaborative sense of using ambient displays to 
support PIM practices, it was shown that the displays could be helpful in sharing information 
about collaborative activities, may it be coordinating chores [47], maintaining information about 
group use of resources [49], or providing information about work activity for general awareness 
to one another [42]. In the non-collaborative sense of ambient displays supporting PIM practices, 
the use of the display, in a social sense, is more of a generalized indicator of a person in 
whatever context is being stored. For example, in MacIntyre et al. [43], the researchers utilized 
an ambient display to house snapshots of desktop workspaces that the user wanted to keep track 
of and revisit. In the social sense, these displays convey to others that the user may be busy or 
not just based on the sheer volume of snapshots. The non-collaborative social aspect of the use of 
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ambient displays for PIM support has not been a primary aspect of investigation in most research 
though, and I look to investigate it more in-depth in my work. 

2.3.2 Ambient Displays and Prospective Memory 
 Ambient displays use for accommodating prospective memory practices have been 
studied in various fashions, one of the most common being micronotes. Although not necessarily 
digital, micronotes have ambient display qualities based on design principles defined in Mankoff 
et al. [12], Matthews et al. [13], and Pousman et al. [14], such as variability in informational 
capacity, ability to peripherally apparent and “always on”, and user control and freedom. Hsieh 
et al. [50] and Lin et al. [24] have studied physical micronotes and their extensibility into the 
digital realm.  

Hsieh et al. [50] created an ambient display that would hold digitally hand-written 
micronotes. In prototyping and testing, they found that users enjoyed their experience using the 
tool and that it provided valuable information that they had forgotten through the course of their 
day or would be able to utilize unexpectedly to re-spark their workflow. The tool also provided a 
means to reevaluate the micronote, an aspect that would potentially require more work with 
physical micronotes. 

Lin et al. [24] studied the lifecycle of micronotes and derived a model that is similar to 
that of prospective memory. Their “Record à Maintain à Refer à Complete” micronote 
lifecycle matches those models previously stated in the prospective memory section. They also 
discussed the ability to further support additional ambient display functionality in creating a 
physical-digital micronote system, specifically the ability to update and change the micronote 
digitally, ease of archiving “completed” micronotes, and overall convenience in various contexts 
where physical materials are not available, but digital ones are. 
 Similarly, in van Dantzich et al. [44], they created a tool that facilitated the unification of 
notifications to be tended to later, in order to lower distractions in primary task. Their tool 
provided means for filtering views of these notification micronotes, incremental navigation, 
which allowed users to view a greater level of detail about a particular micronote, if needed, and 
a way to contextualize each note by appending priority, which would make that particular 
notification more salient upon retrieval.  

The most pertinent representation of ambient display for the PIM task of personal task 
management is shown in Ispas et al. [51]. In their work, they presented Ambient Reminder Notes 
(ARENO); a system that captures reminders handwritten on paper and displays them as ambient 
information to aid reminding as well as integrating them into desktop tools that manage notes 
and to-do lists. In their evaluation, they found that overall use of the tool was of value, users felt 
positively about the prototype, but improvements were needed, primarily, the ability to notify 
users, filtered views, and portability. I will include qualities from this work as well as 
improvements and adjustments needed in order to facilitate use for a wider variety of prospective 
memory tasks. 

All of the methods and systems described above describe more of a direct translation of 
current personal task management tools as opposed to provide additional, non-explicit 
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information, such as sense of task-based busyness in different areas of responsibility or the social 
implications of having such a system available to a user. I will explore these dimensions within 
my work as well as those commonly explored in previous work. 

 
2.4 Summary 	  

The three topics of prospective memory, personal task management, and ambient 
displays have shown relations to one another in various fashions. These relations show 
opportunities to investigate potential advantages that can be garnered from the use of particular 
technologies towards the design of a system to aid users in retaining task information. 

Task-based prospective memory retention failure is a primary aspect of this research. In 
this work, I will explore how ambient displays that display personal task information can be used 
as an effective device in further engaging users in intention retention and recall. In utilizing an 
ambient display system for cueing the activity of intention retention and having available a 
visualization of personal task information, a channel for intention retention can be subtly and 
persistently open, allowing users to be aware of tasks that need to be done without traversing into 
applications or files.  

Aggregation and delineation based on areas of responsibility is the second primary aspect 
of this research. In attempting to underload users in the task of personal task maintenance by 
providing them with an overview of their areas of responsibility, aggregated from multiple 
personal task management tools and delineated by user-defined contexts, I will observe the 
benefits and detracting aspects. It is expected that with the overview of personal tasks in their 
various areas of responsibility that this ambient display provides, users will have a better 
opportunity to comprehend their busyness in their various AORs in order to further adjust their 
activities and workflows.  
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Chapter 3 - Design 
 
3.1 Initial Design Phases 
 In the beginning of the design phase, I ideated on metaphors that could match the mental 
model of maintaining individual tasks, tasks lists, and tasks within areas of responsibility. The 
initial metaphor was marbles and jars; where a jar represents an area of responsibility, and a 
marble represents a task. Users would place a marble in a jar to represent a particular task in that 
area of responsibility. The marbles would be color-coded for each area of responsibility, 
allowing ease in glanceable discernibility of quantities of marbles in jars and marble color. This 
metaphor also provides the ability for users to take note of comparative quantities at-a-glance. 
For example, they would be able to take note of empty jars, full jars, and the full-ness of jars 
compared to one another. This factor aligns with the concept of stay abreast of one’s areas of 
responsibility without having to delve into personal task management tools.  
 This metaphor brought forth key concepts the design would abide to. One key concept 
was externalization and organization of one’s prospective memory overview. Prospective 
memory overview being the high-level information about areas of responsibility such as if there 
are urgent tasks upcoming in an area and the task volume in various areas. It was a concept not 
commonly seen in current personal task management tools, especially since most do not provide 
an aggregation feature from multiple tools.  
 Another key design concept derived from the initial metaphor was the glanceability and 
in-obstructiveness of the user’s task information. This allows users to investigate task 
information without annoyance from their tools. Users can quickly assess their responsibilities, 
and look at the individual task information encoded on marbles to aid them in scheduling and 
retaining tasks that need to be done. Although the initial metaphor may not have the ability to 
explicitly provide individual task information, a digital version of the metaphor has the ability to 
provide this affordance. 

To further explore the potential of this metaphor in a digital form, a design studio was 
conducted [52]. During the design studio, I also learned more about task management practices 
and the need to resolve personal task information fragmentation across tools as well as the 
downfalls of current prospective memory prosthetics. In the design studio, I came up with 
various visual metaphors that aligned with mental models of personal task management. Designs 
included ways to organize tasks based on retrieval context and what task information was 
important to know at a glance, such as when tasks are due and which contexts they can be 
performed. With findings from the literature review and design studio, the initial ambient task 
management display was created; TaskAmbient. 
 
3.2 TaskAmbient 
 TaskAmbient is an ambient information display system that provides a visualization 
overview of a user’s tasks. By design, TaskAmbient has the ability to source tasks from to-do 
applications and calendar applications. Individual tasks are shown on the display using “task 
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chips”, allowing users to take inventory of their tasks at-a-glance. It provides a color-coded view 
of areas of responsibility and visual signification of where the task came from (calendar or to-do 
list), if the task is approaching, what category the task is in, and whether the task is of priority. 
TaskAmbient is designed to be “instantly-on” and “in-the-way”, based on [7], allowing users to 
be able to access and review the information on the display at any time with minimal effort. 
Although TaskAmbient designed in this fashion, the system is meant to absorb minimal attention 
when not in use. Figure 3.01 shows a mockup of TaskAmbient. In this chapter I will describe the 
task chips and the information they convey, the distribution of the task chips on the display itself, 
and the functionality of the tool. 
 

 
Figure	  3.01:	  TaskAmbient	  mockup	  (interface	  designed	  for	  this	  research)	  

3.2.1 Task Chips 
Each individual square in TaskAmbient is called a “task chip”, which represents an 

individual task the user has encoded using their calendar or to-do list applications. Figure 3.02 
shows the individual details appended to each “task chip.” 
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Figure	  3.02:	  Task	  Chip	  

 Category & Color 
 The color of the task chip corresponds to a category set by the user upon initialization of 
the system. In this initial design, a user can have up to six categories that correspond to how they 
organize tasks in their own use case, may that be based on area of responsibility, source, or any 
other attributes. Color-coding also aligns with current grouping metaphors used in various 
personal task management tools.  
 
 Emblems 
 On each individual task chip, information about priority, category, the due date of the 
task, and the original source of the task are denoted using various visual signification and 
emblems, as can be seen in Figure 3.02. 
  

Each emblem signifies the following: 
 

• Priority – Priority is denoted by 3 exclamation marks (!!!). This parallels the commonly 
used priority metaphor in current personal task management tools. 
 

• Category – An abbreviation of the category name assigned in initialization is appended to 
the chip in the bottom-right corner and further conveys the category of the task. This is 
included as a redundancy to the color as well as an explicit conveyance of the category 
set by the user, further distributing their cognition and alleviating the need to remember 
what each color may represent. 

 
• Due Date – When a task is approaching based on the date associated with it in the user’s 

personal task manager, the task chip are highlighted as can be seen in Figure 3.3. This 
provides a means of notification for those tasks that need to be carried out soon based on 
scheduling. 
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Figure	  3.03:	  Upcoming	  view	  of	  Task	  Chip	  

 
• Source – In a user’s own memory, they have many variables in which a task can be 

remembered, this can include the source in which the task was encoded, may it be 
through the use of their calendar app or the to-do list app. To accommodate the ability to 
recall based on source, a marker denote where the task came from is included on the chip 
in the bottom-left corner. Figure 3.04 shows the two types of sources. 

 

 
Figure	  3.04:	  Task	  Chip	  sources	  portrayed	  in	  TaskAmbient	  

 
For context on how emblems describe a task in their entirety, the chip in Figure 3.02 

shows a blue task chip of category “Home”, that has priority and is sourced from a to-do list 
application. 
 
 Task Detail 
 As well as the detail conveyed from the task chip itself, further information about the task 
can be shown through clicking the chip itself. Once clicked, the other task chips fade into the 
background and more detail about the clicked task appears, as shown in Figure 3.05.  This 
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information includes the description of the task itself, the sub-calendar or sub-list the task chip 
came from and the date appended to the chip, if a date is associated with the task chip. 

 

 
Figure	  3.05:	  Task	  Chip	  detailed	  view	  

3.2.2 View 
 The organization of the task chips on the display is based on the category they have been 
placed in during initialization. There are up to six categories available in this initial design and 
the view can hold up to 52 tasks based on display form factor3. Based on the amount of 
categories used, the display is divided into as many sections. In the case that particular categories 
have more or less tasks than others, these sections will grow or shrink respectively. For example, 
if a user has five areas of responsibility designated, but only has tasks in three of those areas, the 
two areas with no tasks will not be represented in the view by blank space and the display will 
look as if the user only has three areas of responsibility. 

3.2.3 Functionality 
 In the use of TaskAmbient, users can filter the view for their clarification purposes based 
on the attributes of the tasks themselves. The default view is View Tasks, which shows the 
pending task chips from the user’s to-do list and calendar applications. 
 
 Focus – The focus functionality allows the user to view tasks specifically based on 
priority (or lack thereof), upcoming tasks, or tasks based on source. 
 
 Filter – The filter functionality allows the user to view tasks specifically based on their 
category or based on a date range.  
 

                                                
3 iOS Human Interface Guidelines- 
https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/documentation/UserExperience/Conceptual/MobileHIG/ 
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The reason Focus and Filter are separated is based on how current personal task 
management tools function; most tools do not have an explicit functionality for viewing tasks 
based on those attributes listed in Focus.  Focus and Filter options can be combined to further 
finely identify tasks if needed. 
 
 View Past Tasks – A view of past tasks is also available for users to review tasks that 
have passed based on their due date. If a task’s due date has passed, a clock emblem is appended 
to the task chip and it is removed from the “View Tasks” view, since it is no longer pending. The 
View Past Tasks view allows the user to review tasks that have past due dates to see what tasks 
they have completed or what tasks are overdue. 
 
 Refresh – The refresh functionality updates the chips based on their emblem properties 
based on various factors. Task chips are added and removed from the view based on activity in 
the user’s to-do list and calendar applications. Task chips also move from pending to past during 
refresh, based on if the task is marked complete or the time of the task has passed. TaskAmbient 
automatically refreshes every three minutes, supporting low interactivity need from the system, 
and there is also a manual refresh feature for users. 
 
 Settings – In the settings, users can re-group and organize their calendars and to-do 
sublists under particular colors that represent areas of responsibility. Users can also label their 
areas of responsibility and clear areas of responsibility. Upon initialization, users make the 
decisions as to which calendars and to-do sublists, but they can make changes through these 
settings. More information on how this is done is discussed in Chapter 4, “Implementation”. 
 
 
3.3 Supporting Design Principles 
 
 Through assessing the TaskAmbient design via reviews and analyses based on ambient 
display, personal task management, and user-centered design principles, I’ve identified the 
following as the design rationale: 
 

• Ambient display design principles 
In the initial design, it was important that attention would only be drawn to the 

system when needed, at the user’s volition. It was also important to design the system to 
attempt to get the user’s attention when needed. Both of these factors speak to 
peripherality of the system [12] and incorporating a subtle level of notification [14]. The 
peripherality is incorporated by way of making only upcoming task chips glow, which is 
the subtlety in notifying users. Other chips in view have been designed to have a more 
dull color so that they can be discernible on glance and not distracting. There is also no 
animation incorporated, further allowing the display to be ignorable in the periphery. 
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Figure	  3.06:	  Default	  weekly	  view	  of	  sample	  Virginia	  Tech	  Google	  Calendar	  
 
Another ambient display design principle the design is abiding by is the ability to 

effectively convey abstracted information from the original source. This is in accordance 
to principles representational fidelity, information capacity, and informational design 
[12], [14]. In the design, I showcase tasks individually, with task chips. With the task 
chips, I also showcase task information in an aggregated fashion, by grouping task chips. 
Most personal task management tools, including Google Calendar, provide these 
informational views separately, in a list or calendarized view (Figure 3.06). These views 
either showcase task information in a more individual manner or aggregated manner, but 
not both simultaneously. For example Google Calendar’s calendarized view showcases 
individual event information well and the list view Google Calendar provides aggregation 
of calendars well over a longer term of time. It was also important for us to abstract task 
information and display it for immediate consumption, such as priority, source, and if it’s 
upcoming. As opposed to going into a tool to find this information, via navigation, filter, 
or search, I append a visual signifier towards the attributes, increasing information 
capacity and representational fidelity of the chip itself.  

Finally, TaskAmbient has been designed to be aesthetically pleasing for the 
perusal of task information. In this design, it is clear to identify that TaskAmbient is not a 
personal task manager itself. The designs of personal task managers have optimal ability 
for information storage and retrieval and TaskAmbient is being made to supplement these 
abilities by enhancing the ability for information consumption.  

 
• Information visualization principles  

This design also speaks to various information visualization design principles. 
Visual encoding of multifaceted task data into individual graphical marks was a primary 
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part of this work. Encoding information such as source, priority, and date into individual 
graphical elements for quick consumption was part of the design challenge faced. As well 
as the mark design, using visual channels such as color, brightness, and emblems 
representing particular task information was imperative in showcasing task information 
and changes in task information [53]. The chip grouping in the visualization design is 
done using color and position based on areas of responsibility. In the initial design, 
position strictly spoke to areas of responsibility. In most traditional personal task 
management tools, position denotes chronology, but in an effort to assure that users are 
aware of non-immediate task information, chronology was not strictly translated into the 
information visualization design, for it is not the most imperative aspect the design is 
conveying. Those factors are based in the expressiveness principle, as defined by 
Munzner. The expressiveness principle stating that the visual encoding should express all 
of, and only, the information in the dataset attributes. On the other hand is the 
effectiveness principle, which states that the importance of the attribute should match the 
salience of the channel. The effectiveness principle speaks to the highlighting, or 
“popout”, of upcoming chips being highlighted, which also speaks to chronology still 
being incorporated in the tool. 

In regards to interaction, users can filter the view based on particular attributes of 
the task information. Similar to current personal task management tools, filtering based 
on date or priority, is available, but aggregation of task information introduces another 
filter-able aspect, which is the source: to-do list or calendar, and the area of 
responsibility. Upon filtering, the key visual feedback is that chips disappear from view. 
 

• Task management principles  
TaskAmbient isn’t explicitly designed to be a task manager. That said; personal 

task management principles from literature, in accordance to information consumption, 
have been considered in the design. 

The primary principle is aggregation of task information; the ability to integrate 
task information from various sources into one place digitally [4]. In contextual inquiry 
performed by Haraty et al. [4] and Bellotti et al. [7], it was found that participants created 
a primary “task vista” that incorporated self-transcribed task information from their 
various sources (calendars, micronotes emails, etc.). Participants created these task vistas 
either using paper or text documents. These task vistas also incorporated delineation via 
color-coding, which is also implemented within TaskAmbient. Overall, TaskAmbient has 
been designed to create “visual task vistas” by automatically sourcing users personal task 
management tools.  

Quick access to task information was also important to incorporate in the tool. 
Mirroring the metaphor of a wall calendar, I wanted the task information to be “instantly 
on” and “in-the-way” [7]. Along with access to upcoming tasks for preparation, the 
affordance of providing access to past and completed tasks for reflection was an attribute 
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I wanted to incorporate in TaskAmbient. This was incorporated to further delineate the 
ability for contextual information consumption in TaskAmbient vs. the personal task 
management tools. 

Task chip signification I used for upcoming and priority tasks speak to another 
facet of personal task management design principles; making sure the most important 
tasks get done [7]. Providing task chip groupings and visual signification of upcoming 
events is how I hope to aid users in the retention process of identifying which tasks, as 
well as areas of responsibility, need to be tended to. 

 
User experience design heuristics such as visibility of system status, recognition rather 

than recall, and other Nielsen metrics 4  were also considered within the design of 
TaskAmbient. Being sure to consider these principles allows users to focus more on 
evaluating the effect of the tool on prospective memory as opposed to evaluating features of 
the tool itself. 

In the next chapter, I will describe how the initial design of TaskAmbient was 
implemented. 

 
  

                                                
4 10 Usability Heuristics for User Interface Design - http://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/ 
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Chapter 4 – Implementation 
 

Based on the design described in the previous chapter, I implemented TaskAmbient to be 
used by participants to test hypotheses of improving intention retention (discussed further in 
Chapter 5). Implementation of TaskAmbient was done in order to fit into participants’ current 
workflow and lifestyle when it comes to their use of personal task management tools and 
technology. In the preliminary survey to learn about these tools and technologies, I found that a 
majority of participants utilized Google products (Gmail, Google Calendar, and Google Tasks) to 
maintain to-dos. I also found that several participants also used various quick-capture style to-do 
list applications, such as Apple Reminders, Sticky Notes, Wunderlist, and Microsoft OneNote 
(see Appendix A for survey questions and Appendix B for complete set of survey results). One 
characteristic of quick-capture style to-do applications is that they allow the user to quickly 
create to-dos without incorporating context beyond a description or title of the task. Another 
characteristic of these application, in regards to retrieval, is that the to-dos are commonly readily 
available for users to look at upon opening the application, making the interaction threshold to 
obtain to-do information to be very low, as compared to email and calendars.  
 With these findings and research on how APIs can be utilized for support with the 
system, I decided to utilize the Google Calendar application, the most used to-do tool from the 
surveys, and a quick-capture to-do application developed by the PIM Lab here at Virginia Tech, 
to be referred to as YAPM (Yet Another Project Manager). YAPM was a development from the 
Contextinator project, which conduct aggregation and delineation work in other areas of personal 
information management [54]. YAPM was chosen because many participants from a survey in 
which we asked about personal task management tools noted that they use various quick-capture 
style tools, and based on responses there was no overwhelming favorite. 

This combination of tools provided us with the widest potential population for 
participation and was most suitable for implementation based on available open-source APIs and 
code bases. Also, using these two options would be the least invasive option in the user’s 
personal task management and technology ecosystem based on implementation.  
 Beyond the software implementation itself, the implementation of the physical system 
was chosen to be portable and take little room in the user’s workspaces. To prototype this 
physical implementation, I am using iPads that are solely to be used as ambient displays.  
 
4.1 System Design 

TaskAmbient has been developed using web technologies (PHP, SQL, HTML, CSS, and 
JavaScript). Figure 4.01 showcases the design of information communication for the system, 
including the databases utilized. In the rest of this chapter, I discuss the implementation of user 
profiles, data processing, and task chip creation. 
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4.2 User Profiles 
 TaskAmbient allows users to access their Google Calendar, YAPM, and TaskAmbient 
user information in one profile. The user profile includes a user ID, username, password, access 
token to utilize with Google Calendar API, and upcoming interval (discussed further in the 
“Settings” section). 

4.2.1 Google Calendar 
 To allow users to access their Google Calendar information to group calendars into color-
coded areas and create task chips, I utilize the OAuth protocol. The Google API OAuth protocol 
provides an access token that can be used to gather Google Calendar labels and events5. This 
access token is reusable, allowing users to only have to log in using their Google credentials 
once, and from that point on, their Google account is associated with their TaskAmbient profile. 

4.2.2 YAPM 
 YAPM, the to-do list application tool built by the PIM Lab research group at Virginia 
Tech, has been adapted to allow both TaskAmbient and YAPM to use the same login credentials. 
YAPM’s open-source code base allowed further simplification of the user profile creation 
process as well as integration of a to-do list application to be used alongside Google Calendars. 
With this in place, the user will be able to access information from all three tools (Google 
Calendars, TaskAmbient, and YAPM) using one user profile. 
 
4.3 Data Processing 
 Each of the data objects used to create task chips. Both Google Calendar events and 
YAPM to-dos has their own data structure in which task chip information was derived from (see 
Appendix C and Appendix D for detailed structure of YAPM to-do and Google Calendar event 
data objects respectively). It was important that I correctly identify variables of each data 
structure to fit the TaskAmbient task chip data structure, defined by the design described in the 
previous chapter. 
 
The data structure for a task chip object is as followed: 
 

- ID: IDs are derived directly from the Google Calendar event objects or the YAPM to-do 
object. The IDs for both are made unique within their respective tools, so there are no 
situations in which the ID for a task chip is the same as another, even across the two 
applications. 

 
- category: Category is an enumerated value derived from which color-coded area the 
task chip’s Google Calendar or YAPM project was assigned. 

 

                                                
5 OAuth documentation: https://developers.google.com/accounts/docs/OAuth2  
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- categoryName: categoryName is the name given to the color-coded area by the user in 
initialization and settings. This allows the front-end to dynamically apply task chip 
abbreviations and create the area label button in the “Filter” menu. 

 
- date: date is the start date associated with the task chip. In the case that the task chip has 
a start date and end date, then this variable is set to the start date.  

 
- endDate: endDate is set only if there is an end date associated with the task chip. This 
is only applicable for Google Calendar events that have start and end times. 

 
- description: the description is the content of the Google Calendar event or YAPM to-
do.  

 
- gridX: gridX is the calculated x-position of the task chip for placement in the DOM on 
the display. The grid placement of a chip is based on its category, the amount of 
categories that will be present in the view, and a standard 52-chip grid that provides a 
means to perform concentric placement of task chips (see Appendix E for grid placement 
default grid). 

 
- gridY: gridY is the calculated y-position of the task chip for placement in the DOM on 
the display. 

 
- isComplete: isComplete is a Boolean value that is set based on if the task chip has been 
marked complete. This is only applicable to YAPM to-dos, which can be checked as 
completed. 

 
- isPast: isPast is a Boolean value that is set based on if the endDate of a task chip has 
elapsed, thereby making the task chip a past task. If there is no endDate associated with 
the task, the date variable will be used to figure if the task has past. 

 
- isUpcoming: isUpcoming is a Boolean value that is set based on if the task chip’s date 
variable is within the upcoming threshold, which is the current time and the current time 
plus the amount of time that the upcoming threshold is set to by the user (between one 
hour to two weeks). 

 
- priority: priority is a Boolean value that is set based on if the task chip has a priority set 
to it within its data object. Unlike the YAPM data object that has an explicit priority 
variable, priority of a Google Calendar is based on if there is a notification associated 
with the event. 
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- source: source is a string value that is set to either “cal” or “list” based on if the task 
chip is being created from a Google Calendar event or a YAPM to-do list event 
respectively. 

 
- label: label is a string value that is set to the originating Google Calendar or YAPM 
project that the task chip was created from.  

 
Figure 4.02 below showcases how the data structure is used to create the task chips and 
populates their information. 

 
Figure	  4.02:	  Task	  Chip	  representation	  of	  data	  object	  

 
4.4 Chip Creation 

Once the data objects are created for each task chip in the back-end, the data is sent to the 
front-end via AJAX calls to create task chips to be displayed on the screen. 

!
HOME"

!!!
HOME"

Task: [description]

Due: [date]

Calendar label: [label]

[gridX gridY]

[isPast]

[isUpcoming] [priority]

[source] [categoryName]

#
HOME$

[isComplete]

[category] (color of chip)
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4.4.1 Visualization 
The front-end receives the processed data objects in JSON format and in turn creates task 

chips as DOM elements, using the ‘gridX’ and ‘gridY’ positions in the data objects to place the 
task chips in an absolute position.  The grid placement of task chips is calculated on the back-
end. Placement is based on how many categories currently have task chips and how many chips 
are within a particular category. The placement also starts from the center of the display and 
emanates outwards, to support the Gestalt principle of proximity, similarity, and Prägnanz6. 

The data processing assures that only categories that currently have task chips are shown. 
For example, if a user has created five color-coded areas and only currently has task chips in two 
of these areas, the placement of the task chips will only be based on if two categories are present, 
allowing more of the grid to be used. This allows the display to never seem to be empty. Data 
processing also assures that there are no more than 52 chips in view, which was decided based on 
chip size and the concentric placement. 

4.4.2 Interactivity  
The interactivity of TaskAmbient was implemented for the sole purpose of information 

consumption. To support this, the primary interactivity with TaskAmbient is to filter the view to 
focus on tasks with particular properties from the task chip data structure, such as source, 
priority, if the task’s date is approaching or has past, and other properties of the task chip. Figure 
4.03 shows the menu options afforded to users to filter the TaskAmbient view. The functionality 
of these buttons is described in the “View” sub-section of Chapter 3, the Design chapter. The 
front-end dynamically filters the view using JavaScript.  

 
 

 
 

Figure	  4.03:	  TaskAmbient	  Menu	  
 
To support TaskAmbient’s minimal need for interactivity, the display refreshes content 

automatically every three minutes. The user also has the ability to manually refresh the display as 
well.  

 
4.5 Profile Updates 
 Users have the ability to group their various Google Calendars and YAPM projects at any 
time when using the tool. This allows users to re-arrange calendars and to-dos based on their 
mental model of how they organize their information. Users will not have to associate all 
calendars or projects with a category, but they have the option. Users also don’t have to associate 
projects or calendars to maintain a category; they can solely use calendars in a category or solely 
                                                
6 Gestalt principles of form perception (2014) - https://www.interaction-
design.org/encyclopedia/gestalt_principles_of_form_perception.html 
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use projects. Categories can be created, edited, and deleted after initial configuration, allowing 
users to create more or less categories based on their need. 
 Users also have the ability to set the time threshold for upcoming events. Task chips can 
begin to glow either 1, 6, or 12 hours, 1, 2, or 5 days, and 1 or 2 weeks before the task chip is set 
to past. This provides the affordance for users who maintain a different mental model of what 
“upcoming” means to set this variable accordingly. This variable is stored with the user profile 
information. Figure 4.04 shows the Settings view of TaskAmbient.  
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4.6 Continued System Updates 
 The previously described implementation is the framework of the system and allows 
opportunity to edit the system, as needed based on findings during the study. The process in 
which this happened was based on user feedback during interviews. Based on the aggregate 
feedback from participants, changes were implemented mid-way through the study. The changes 
that took place are detailed in the Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 5 – Experimental Methodology 
 

In this chapter, I discuss how the implementation of TaskAmbient was used to explore 
claims based on prior work.  

To begin the research study for TaskAmbient, I wanted to get a preliminary idea of its 
utility in the current device age. This was done through surveying users of personal task 
management tools to learn if such a tool would be suitable for them. Along with learning about 
its potential utility, I also wanted to identify design constraints for the tool based on user’s 
current usage of personal task management tools. This information included how many tasks do 
people normally keep track of and how many areas of responsibility they maintain. Using 
information from these surveys and literature, TaskAmbient’s initial design was finalized and 
implemented for use in a longitudinal study. Within the longitudinal study, I gathered qualitative 
data and feedback, via the experience sampling methodology [55], to further improve the design 
as well as identify if TaskAmbient began to validate the following claims: 

 
5.1 Claims 

The following are claims I look to explore in order to validate the design of TaskAmbient 
in accordance to the design problems discussed in Chapter 1: 

 
1. Visualization: TaskAmbient’s ability to visualize task information in non-text based 

form for quick consumption provides an effective way to gather personal task 
information without navigating into personal task management tools. 
 

2. Aggregation: TaskAmbient’s ability to aggregate task information from multiple 
personal task management tools provides an effective method for decreasing the 
effects of information fragmentation within a user’s personal task management 
ecosystem. 
 

3. Ambient: TaskAmbient’s ability to be instantly-on and always-on provides an 
effective supplementation in aiding intention retention. 
 

4. Delineated: TaskAmbient’s ability to delineate aggregated task information into areas 
of responsibility provides an effective alternative to focusing on singular areas of 
responsibility as opposed to navigation practices in current personal task management 
tools.  

 
These claims are derived from supporting design principles and additional information 

from prior work as discussed in Chapter 2. Through conducting a longitudinal design-based 
research study where users adopt TaskAmbient into their workflow and lifestyle, I look to learn 
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about the validity of the claims and in turn resolve if TaskAmbient provides a solution to the 
problems discussed in this work. 
 
5.2 Study 1 – Preliminary Survey 

To begin my research, I conducted a 22-question survey to learn about personal task 
management patterns to further guide the design and implementation of TaskAmbient. I also 
looked to gain insight on the utility using a tool with the ability to aggregate and delineate 
personal task information based on context. Virginia Tech IRB approved this study (#14-1203) 
(see Appendix F for approved documents). 

5.2.1 Recruitment 
Recruitment for the survey involved emailing VT listservs to solicit participation 

including students, faculty, staff, and administration. The prerequisite was that the participant 
used digital tools to maintain to-do lists or calendars and be above the age of 18. If they were 
under 18, the survey was promptly ended. 

5.2.2 Survey Design 
In the survey, I looked to gather information about design and implementation as well as 

identify patterns of use in personal task management tools. In terms of design, I asked questions 
to learn about how personal task management tools are used and where supplementation in this 
experience could be valuable. The questions asked were either free response of multiple-choice 
questions on a Likert-scale from 1-4 or 1-5, where the value 1 represents the less favorable 
response such as “never” or “not at all” and 4-5 is the more favorable responses with answer 
choices like “always” or  “often”. The survey was a Likert-type survey, in which individual 
questions were not interrelated to form a summative response to the system in an individual 
survey. 

For the design, I also wanted to learn about general design constraints in terms of number 
of tasks that should be in view to avoid overload and how to group tasks based on their areas of 
responsibility. In terms of implementation, I asked questions specifically about the tools they 
currently used and how they were used. This was done to discover which tools TaskAmbient 
should be built upon to support as many users as possible for the second part of the study. As far 
as use patterns, I asked questions about how they relied on their tools versus using their memory 
and how they maintained tasks based on context. I also inquired about the differences between 
maintaining long-term and short-term to-dos to gauge how that could alter design decisions. 

This survey was distributed via Qualtrics, which was also used to capture consent from 
users. Data collected was anonymized and identifiable only with randomly generated user IDs. 
Data was stored in a university-controlled server in which I had access to the reports for this 
survey only. The results of this survey are discussed in Chapter 6 and detailed results are 
provided in Appendix B. 
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5.3 Study 2 – Longitudinal User Study 
 After completing the survey TaskAmbient was designed and implemented. I provided 
seven participants with a version of TaskAmbient to further explore the claims in-situ. I provided 
participants with an iPad to be used solely for TaskAmbient with their personal Google Calendars 
and YAPM.   

Using the experience sampling method over the course of six weeks, participants were 
polled two to three times per week to give feedback on their use of the tool via a survey. I also 
interviewed participants weekly in order to learn about their usage patterns as well as which 
situations TaskAmbient provided the most utility. Consent for all parts of the study was garnered 
prior to participation. Upon completion of participation, participants were given a $10 Amazon 
gift credit as compensation. Virginia Tech IRB approved this study (#15-049) (see Appendix G 
for approved documents). The goal of these contextual inquiries was assess the validity of the 
claims described in sub-section 5.1. 

5.3.1 Recruitment 
Recruitment for this study involved emailing VT listservs to solicit participation. This 

population was most optimal due to location and availability for in-person interviews and iPad 
distribution. Upon response to solicitation, users were given additional detail about the study to 
asses their interested, and if interested, were scheduled to come in to learn more about the study. 
They were put through an onboarding tutorial session, provided their own personal system, and 
given documentation on how the system worked. 

5.3.2 Survey Design 
The surveys for the longitudinal study were 5-question surveys that were distributed 

every 2 days. Three of the five questions were randomized from a corpus of ten questions. The 
frequency of surveying was used to gather as much feedback as possible as well as prompt 
participants to maintain active use of the system throughout their time with the iPad.  

This survey was distributed via Qualtrics. Data collected was anonymized and 
identifiable only with randomly generated user IDs. Data was stored in a university-controlled 
server in which I had access to the reports for this survey only. Questions used for these surveys 
are available in Appendix H and results of these surveys are available in Appendix J. 

5.3.3 Interview Design 
The interviews for the longitudinal study containted 11 questions that were asked to learn 

more about the participant’s use of the system, specifically the situations in which the system 
was referred to and the advantages & disadvantages of having the system. The interview allowed 
us to learn about the changes over time in the use of the system and personal task manage 
practices. Interview invitations were solicited weekly, and scheduled based on participants’ 
availability. All participants participated in a final interview for the study in which the same 11 
questions were used as well as follow up questions to learn more about their experience with the 
tool. Audio from interviews was recorded for transcription purposes and were also anonymized, 
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identifiable only be user ID. Questions used for these interviews are available in Appendix I. The 
results of the longitudinal study are discussed in Chapter 6. 
 
5.4 Study Timeline 

Figure 5.01 shows the order in which study activities, design, and development took 
place over the course of this work. 

 
 

 
 

Figure	  5.01:	  Study	  Timeline	  
 
5.5 Limitations 

Study 1 and Study 2 had the primary limitation of sourcing participants solely from a 
population of Virginia Tech students, faculty, staff and administration. This enabled us to carry 
out recruiting, technology distribution, and interviews in a more controlled manner. An 
additional limitation was that it was optional for users to use YAPM or Google Calendars when 
using TaskAmbient in order to not alter their current personal task management practices and 
encouraging adoption. 
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Chapter 6 – Results 
 

In collecting data for this research project, Study 1 and Study 2 were conducted 
independently, Study 1 preceding Study 2. Study 1 was used to understand the state of personal 
task management in the current device age. With the results from Study 1 and information 
derived from prior work, TaskAmbient was designed and prototyped for use in a longitudinal 
study where participants provided feedback on various dimensions of their use. 
 
6.1 Study 1 – Preliminary Survey 

6.1.1 Participants 
 Study 1 had 77 participants, all from Virginia Tech per solicitation. Of those that reported 
occupational information (67), 59 were students or multi-occupational with work responsibilities, 
either academic or non-academic.  

6.1.2 Findings 
 In regards to personal task management tools used in the current device age, most 
participants used Google Calendar (61%) and Gmail (42%) to maintain to-dos along with various 
quick-capture or micronote style tools such as Google Tasks (20%), Apple Reminders (18%), 
and Sticky Notes, digital or physical (25%).  

In responses to questions about usage of their personal task management tools, 
participants refer to their digital personal task management tools “often” or “always” to 
remember to-dos (mean 2.92 out of 4). Participants, on average, responded that they 
“sometimes” have trouble keeping track of to-dos across their various contexts (mean 2.48 out of 
5). They also responded that, on average, they “sometimes” have trouble keeping track of to-dos 
across their digital tools (mean 2.39 out of 5). Comparatively, participants responded that they 
relied more on their digital tools to recall to-dos (mean 3.43 out of 5) as compared to their own 
memory (2.93 out of 5). Participants also noted neutral responses about occurrences in which 
they forget to carry out to-dos (mean 2.35 out of 5) or occurrences in which they needed to keep 
track of completed to-dos (mean 2.57 out of 5).  
 Based on numeric responses, participants maintained, on average, approximately 4 
distinct contexts in which they maintain to-do lists and activities (low: 0, high 10). Within their 
contexts, participants recalled that they were maintaining about 21 to-dos total (low: 2, high 
100+). Based on numeric responses, participants were actively aware of about 8 to-dos total. 
 The most common types of contexts reported by participants were related to personal 
activities (appointments, chores, groceries, home, personal, shopping), work activities (work, 
deadlines, due dates), school (classes, assignments, homework, projects, deadlines, teaching), 
social activities (birthdays, people to call, events to go to, emails to send), and miscellaneous 
activities (general, misc.). 
 In defining long-term to-dos, participants noted that these types of activities are usually 
due within the coming week, month or semester, are recurring indefinitely (ex. Monthly bills), or 
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are goal-oriented to-dos with no exact date associate with them. Some participants also noted 
that long-term to-dos could also be broader tasks that have incremental steps that are completed 
over time. Participants in this survey mentioned various methods for keeping track of long-term 
to-dos such a setting deadlines in their calendars, but 18 respondents noted they either don’t keep 
track of long-term to-dos or they keep track of them in their memory. 

When defining short-term to-dos, participants noted that these were activities that needed 
to be carried out within the current day or had an upcoming deadline. Some participants also 
noted that short-term to-dos were non-recurring activities that only happen once as well as 
activities that were smaller steps towards completing long-term to-dos. Similar to findings about 
tools used for short-term tasks, participants listed various tools. In this question though, only 2 
respondents alluded to not maintaining a list of short-term to-dos or relying on their memory. 

Participants responded that they agree that a consolidated view of all of their to-dos 
across their contexts and tools would probably be of value (mean 3.97 out of 5). Figure 6.01 
shows a graph of the responses to this question, which bolstered the research idea put forth in 
this work. 

 
Figure	  6.01:	  Response	  to	  question	  about	  value	  of	  consolidated	  view	  of	  to-‐dos	  across	  contexts	  

and	  tools	  
 
6.2 Study 2 – Longitudinal User Study  

6.2.1 Participants 
Study 2 had seven participants (4 female, 3 male, average age: 25.5) that participated in 

the study for 5-6 weeks. All participants were students, either graduate (5) or undergraduate (2). 
This participant population was suitable for this study based on the criteria of maintaining to-dos 
digitally using Google Calendars and availability for surveys and interviews during the study. 
Although the participant population is homogenous along the lines of being students, participants 

In response to: “Would it be valuable to have a consolidated view of all of 
your to-dos across all of your context and tools you use?

Probably will

5 10 15 20 25 300

Definitely will not

Probably will not
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had differing work and personal task management practices, as ascertained during survey and 
interview sessions.  

6.2.2 Usage 
On average, participants maintained 2.71 color-coded areas (high: 4, low: 1) using on 

average 4.28 of their Google Calendars in TaskAmbient (high: 12, low: 2). Two participants 
actively utilized YAPM during the study, and in YAPM they utilized 2 projects on average. 
Participants, on average, maintained a total of 8.9 Google Calendars, so TaskAmbient displayed 
48.4% of their Google Calendars.  

Participants’ usage of the system was described as use through curiosity or routine use. 4 
out of 7 participants mentioned reviewing content in TaskAmbient either in the morning, at night, 
or both. Early in the study, Participant 1 noted that TaskAmbient “took the place of checking 
Google Calendar in the morning” and this behavior was constant over the use of the tool. This 
participant’s usage patterns changed over the course of the study to where they would examine 
TaskAmbient when they had an inclination towards an activity coming up. This usage type was 
common amongst 2 other participants as well. 

During the beginning of the study, all participants mentioned an acclimation process, in 
which their usage of the system was use through curiosity where they were investigating the 
interface and configuring the system to their needs. Two participants noted continuous styles of 
use through curiosity when they noted changes in the display. 

Participants reported using filter options with the purpose of curiosity only, not for 
specific investigative purposes (3 of 7 participants). A majority of participants also noted that 
they did not use the feature to look at past tasks (all 7 participants). Based on survey responses, 
participants felt neutral about TaskAmbient fitting into their workflow and lifestyle with an 
average response of 3.17 out of 5 to a survey question asking about the fit. Through interviews, I 
found that a few participants had instances in which they forgot to set up the display in their 
workspace or keep the display charged, so this was a downside to the portability. For the most 
part, participants used the display in one location, either home or work (2 at home, 4 at work). 
One participant noted active use both in home and at work.  

Participants noted that TaskAmbient and was not a distraction or disturbance based on 
survey responses (mean: 2.13 out of 5, lower value meaning it was less of a disturbance) and 
interview responses about how much attention the displayed warranted. Some participants noted 
that in times where the display showed changes, either through chip quantity or the glow of 
chips, there attention was diverted on occasion, but it was a minimal diversion. 

6.2.3 Claim Metrics 
Through inquiries conducted during the study, I was able to derive results correlated with 

the previously described claims. 
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6.2.3.1 Visualization 
The visualization TaskAmbient provides is an expression of the aggregation and 

delineability of participant’s personal task information. The key metrics of the visualization were 
its ability to convey task information and changes in task information in a well-consumable 
manner, its ability to provide a valued aggregated view, and its ability to provide a valued 
delineation of task information. 

As far as information consumption, the most noticeable aspect of the visualization was 
the brightness of upcoming chips, as reported by participants. 6 of 7 noted that changes in 
brightness for upcoming events drew them to explore the system or explore their personal task 
management tools. Four of seven participants noted that they used the system similarly to how 
they currently use Google Calendar in regards to information consumption, but TaskAmbient 
provided a quicker way to initially gather the information they needed based on color-coding and 
aggregation, which speaks to the system’s ability to convey valued task aggregation and 
delineation visually. For one participant, who did not maintain multiple color-coded areas for 
delineation, they felt that the aggregation of multiple Google Calendars was still of value. 

Participants also reported a visual “noise” factor associated with how their current 
personal task management tools organize their task information. Two participants mentioned that 
their calendar events were indicative of routine activities along with non-routine activities and 
other potentially non-essential activities. They noted that the TaskAmbient design was effective 
for the non-routine activities, but with the large amount of routine and non-essential activities 
shown on the display, TaskAmbient was “noisy” and it was difficult to identify those non-routine 
tasks pre-attentively when they were not upcoming. 

Participants reported also problems orienting towards the spatial layout of the chips. 3 out 
of 7 participants mentioned the expectation of upcoming chips being placed towards the center of 
the concentric layout. Participants also noted a desire for spatiality of the chip layout to indicate 
chronology of task chips. 

6.2.3.2 Ambient 
During the study, participants reported that the availability provided by ambient display 

was valuable, but not always utilized. For example two participants used TaskAmbient in the 
browser, leaving it on one of their browser tabs along with other personal task management 
applications like Google Calendar and YAPM. 

When used in the provided device, a majority of participants placed the display in their 
workspace and in a common area at home. Five of the seven participants reported that they 
placed the device near their monitors on their desks in their workspaces. Six of the seven 
participants reported that they placed the display where they put their keys, wallet, and other 
personal goods when used in their home spaces.  

Participants overall responded positively to the availability of their personal task 
information when needed. The device itself was reported to not be a disturbance or distraction 
(mean 2.13 out of 5) and in interviews participants discussed that the device did not draw 
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attention. One participant noted that they may have increased his use had the device explicitly 
drew their attention by changing the background color from black to white or by making audible 
noise for particular tasks. 

6.2.3.3 Aggregation 
 Aggregation in TaskAmbient was a two-fold process; aggregation across personal task 
management tools, specifically Google Calendar and YAPM, as well as aggregation across areas 
of responsibility. 

In regards to cross-tool aggregation, 2 out of 7 participants used YAPM. Participant 1, 
mentioned using YAPM strictly for homework, and applying this project to its own color-coded 
area, even aside from those associated with schoolwork. Participant 4 used YAPM and 
TaskAmbient in a similar fashion, maintaining separate to-do lists per color-coded area. These to-
do lists aligned to particular contexts in their personal task management practice. Many 
participants used another to-do list tool and mentioned that it could be nice if they could use task 
information from that tool in TaskAmbient. 
 In regards to aggregation within color-coded areas, 4 out of 7 participants had multiple 
calendars in particular colors. Three of these four participants had Google Calendars or YAPM 
projects in other color-coded areas, whereas the other participant only had one color-coded area, 
which carried all Google Calendars. 
 Two participants mentioned that they had an additional Google account with calendars 
they use for personal task management and if they could use multiple accounts in TaskAmbient, 
it could be more valuable. 

6.2.3.4 Delineation 
In regards to delineation of task information into color-coded areas, on average, 

participants maintained 2.5 colors that had distinct use in their personal task management 
practices. Most participants used TaskAmbient to delineate on the basis of categories such as 
“home”, “work”, “school”, and sub-categories of these three contexts. In surveying participants, 
they express, on average, neutral feelings about TaskAmbient providing a valuable overview of 
tasks based on the color-coded delineation. Through interviews, I found that participants had 
patterns of delineation that they already created in their Google calendars and other personal task 
management tools, and TaskAmbient mirrored these delineations. Many participants maintained a 
1-to-1 organization of their calendars into TaskAmbient. For example, Participant 6 used three 
Google Calendars and put an individual calendar into a color-coded area. Two participants had 
multiple calendars in particular color-coded areas and they found value in doing that as well. The 
affordance of delineation, visually, was valuable to most participants who felt overwhelmed by 
the interface view of Google Calendar as described in sub-section 6.2.3.1.  

6.2.4 Ambient Display PIM Metrics 
Occhialini et al. [48] conducted a study in using ambient displays to support time 

management. In their study they came about a set of questions to ask of their system in order to 
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conduct evaluation. These questions were put into three groups: perception, interpretation, and 
experience. Perception questions inquired about “cognitive aspects related to the identification of 
information from the display”, Interpretation questions inquired about comprehension of 
information, and Experience questions inquired about users’ reactions to the system as a whole. I 
have adapted the questions in this work to align with my work, and the results are below: 

6.2.4.1 Perception 
Pre-attentive processing  
 Pre-attentive processing is the participants’ ability to garner information at a glance. 
Participants reported that this was done most often when changes were observed in the display. 
The highlighting of upcoming chips was the primary aspect of TaskAmbient where pre-attentive 
processing was observed since this was the most valued part of the system that participants 
referred to. Most participants mentioned that, in more than point during their usage of the 
system, they were able to take note of what was glowing at a glance and review their personal 
task management tools or take action.   

Another circumstance in which pre-attentive processing occurred was when particular 
colors would have increases in chip quantity on the display. One participant took note of this in 
one circumstance where two color-coded areas were represented on the display for the majority 
of the day and then later in the day, when referring to the display, he noted three color-coded 
areas represented on the display. This prompted the participant to investigate the newly present 
color-coded area and then take action based on the information from that color-coded area. Other 
participants noted that they could gather if they felt busy based on the number of chips on the 
display. 
 Pre-attentive processing that occurred based on the visual dimension of spatiality rarely 
occurred. Circumstances in which this occurred was when a color without tasks at a previous 
time of reference is now in view because at least one task has entered the date threshold in which 
chips are gathered. One participant noted that when this happened, he took note of the change in 
the layout and how much blank space was now on because of the additional color being in view 
with very few chips. Through further investigation, he took action based on the color-coded area 
that was newly in view. 
  
Notifications 
 TaskAmbient was not designed to be a notification system. That said though, the 
notification ability TaskAmbient had for upcoming events was adequately noticeable based on 
participants’ responses. Six of seven participants mentioned that the highlighting of upcoming 
tasks was of value in cueing them that they should begin oriented their attention towards that 
task. In terms of participants’ preferences for setting upcoming thresholds, five participants set 
their upcoming threshold to 1 hour, one participant set it to 6 hours, and one participant set it to 
two weeks.  
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Location & Visibility 
 Location and visibility of TaskAmbient was user-defined, and with the fact that 
TaskAmbient was web-based, some users found it more usable when used on their desktop. As 
described in the “Ambient” sub-section in the “Claim Metrics” section, participants would put 
the display in the periphery of their workspace or common areas at home. When used on the 
desktop, TaskAmbient was more out-of-sight, yet participants were actively aware of its 
availability. Participant 1 noted referring to the tab in instances where they felt there was a task 
to recall on the horizon or out of curiosity. 
 Visibility of the system in such circumstances as having it in a tab on a web browser was 
also noticed with the iPad. Participants, in some circumstances would close and open the iPad 
only when they wanted to investigate the content of TaskAmbient. Participant 2 kept the iPad 
display closed at work and home when not actively using it. This is further explained in the 
“Social dynamics” subsection in the “Experience” section below. 

6.2.4.2 Interpretation 
Information clarity 
 In regards to information clarity, participants noted the most clear piece of individual task 
information from the display were if the tasks were upcoming or not. Based on the minimal 
usage of YAPM during the study, informational elements such as priority and source were less 
utilized, and in turn did not allude to any particular part of task information clarity. For one 
participant though, who used YAPM, the emblems for priority and source were noticeable in 
knowing what they wanted to refer to on the display. For example, they would primarily interact 
with task chips sourced from YAPM because they represented school assignments. 
 Information clarity as designed in TaskAmbient had an effect on the participants as well, 
based on responses. Two participants noted that with the aggregation and delineation of their 
task information, it was easier to identify where to find particular task information as compared 
to their use of Google Calendar to find task information. Other participants noted that the clarity 
of information represented in TaskAmbient paralleled that of their normal personal task 
management tools, so the transition towards understanding what TaskAmbient portrayed was not 
overly difficult. 
 All participants noted that if the task description were displayed on the task chips 
themselves, the individual chip information would have been clearer due to its open availability. 
This was a subsequent design change and is further discussed in the “Design Changes and 
Effects” sub-section below.  
 
Information capacity 
  In this work, information capacity related to the ability of TaskAmbient to portray 
enough information for the user to gain insights towards either taking an action or re-evaluating 
their schedule. The information capacity then referred to the information portrayed by individual 
task chips and task chip groupings in color-coded areas. 
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 In regards to informational capacity of individual task chips, users noted that the chips 
conveyed a similar amount of information that they are normally used to having easy access to in 
their personal task management tools. The notification ability of the task chips was something 
they found value in. One participant noted the brightness of the chip on the display accompanied 
with the notifications she received to her mobile device provided ample information for her to 
take action on a task. Two participants noted that the most important pieces of information were 
the task description and time and date of tasks and that with TaskAmbient’s design, this 
information was too obscured by the interaction needed to press individual chips. These two 
participants also used TaskAmbient on the desktop in at least one occasion and mentioned a 
desire for cursor hover states to show this information.  

In regards to the quantity of chips that were displayed on TaskAmbient, four participants 
set the display to gather chips for up to one week and three participants set it to five weeks, 
which was the default. Two participants noted that the display felt overloaded, there were too 
many chips on display at one time. Task chips were created from calendar events and to-dos 
from up to 5 weeks again. To relieve this, a design change was put in place allowing users to set 
how far ahead to gather task chips to be put on the display. This is further discussed in the 
“Design Changes and Effects” sub-section below.  

6.2.4.3 Experience 
Participant’s use of the ambient display 
 Participant’s experiences with their use of the display provided a lot of insight into 
potential use cases. One common use pattern was checking the display when they felt a task was 
approaching. Two of the seven participants noted this was how they commonly interacted with 
the system. Another common use pattern was routine use, in which participants would access the 
display in the morning, at night, or both. Three of the seven participants reported this style of 
use. The third reported use pattern was that of curiosity of changes in information on the display. 
Two of the seven participants noted this was how they commonly interacted with the system. 
 The resulting activity after use of the display varied across participants. Participants were 
either re-affirmed of an activity that was coming up, reminded of an activity coming up, took 
action to prepare for an activity, referred to their calendar application, or did nothing after 
referring to the display. Based on responses, TaskAmbient was mostly used for re-affirmation of 
their active memory of tasks. This also speaks to the high value placed on upcoming task 
information presented on TaskAmbient by participants. Most participants, as reported, mentioned 
that upcoming tasks helped them begin to consider task execution or task rescheduling. Rarely 
was their usage situation one in which they abruptly stopped their current task to conduct the task 
that TaskAmbient notified them about based on responses about pre-attentive processing. 
 
Perceived usefulness 
 Participants felt that TaskAmbient was useful for certain aspects of the personal task 
management practices, but found it challenging in accommodating other aspects. 
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 Some participants alluded to TaskAmbient being good for reminding about deadlines, 
appointments, and non-routine tasks. Participants noted that TaskAmbient was not particularly 
useful for recalling routine activities though. Calendaring practices across participants 
incorporated different levels of adding non-routine tasks to calendars. Participants who sparingly 
added non-routine activities to their calendars noted that TaskAmbient was “noisy”, in that most 
chips did not represent “tasks” based on their mental model of task management.  
  
 Stress level & disturbance 

For the most part, participants reported not being disturbed by the system. As previously 
stated in the “Usage” section, during the study, very few participants agreed that TaskAmbient 
was a distraction or disturbance (3 out of 29 responses in surveys given during study). One 
participant mentioned that during the use of the system, when referring to it during times of 
trying to wind down the day, TaskAmbient was too overtly making him feel like he had not 
completed enough during the day. 
  
Social dynamics 
 The social dynamic in using TaskAmbient came up in regards to having the display open 
where others could glance at the display. Participant 5 noted that some people outside of the 
study notices the display, but only a few further inquire about it. This participant was open to 
people asking about the display. 
 Based on participants’ responses, TaskAmbient was primarily used in personal spaces at 
work and home, so during their usage of the system, they did not experience any changes in 
social dynamics when in use.  Participant 2 kept the display at her desk at work. In the open 
workspace, she kept the display closed for privacy reasons. When at home, she also kept the 
display closed, until she needed to use it again because she had a child and did not want the child 
to tamper with the device. 

6.2.5 Design Changes and Effects 
During the study, there were two changes made to the design of TaskAmbient: 
 

• Task description was shown on highlighted chips, allowing users to not have to press the 
task chip to see it’s content. Figure 4.05 shows an example of putting task description 
text on the task chips themselves. 
 

• Participants were able to set how far ahead they could get chips (initially defaulted to 5 
weeks to encompass tasks to cover an entire month). 
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Figure	  6.02:	  Updated	  upcoming	  task	  chip	  design	  

 
These two changes were done based on participant feedback early on in the study. In 

accordance to these two design changes, participants noted that having the task description 
directly on the chips themselves was of value, for they did not have to press the individual chip 
to see its description, lowering interaction barrier to additional information. This speaks to 
Information Clarity and Information Capacity in regards to interpretability of task information 
presented in TaskAmbient. For the most part, participants did not make use of the ability set how 
far ahead they could get chips and maintained the default interval. When asked though, 
participants noted that if they were to use the ability, they would set the threshold to gather task 
chips from one week ahead for agenda-keeping purposes and to de-clutter the view of “noise”, 
similarly described in the Perceived Usefulness sub-section. 
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Chapter 7 – Discussion 
 

After evaluating results from both studies undertaken in this research, I have come about 
the following discussions points: 
 
7.1 General Usage 
 For the most part, usage of the system aligned with design and expectations. Participants 
mentioned referring to TaskAmbient to confirm if tasks and activities were upcoming and 
adjusted accordingly, if needed. Most participants noted that the system was used similarly to 
other tools they use for personal task management, but provided a quicker way to get an 
overview of their upcoming time commitments, upcoming being user-defined. 
 In addressing the action of personal task information consumption, this research showed 
that the least amount of actual interaction with a system is desired to facilitate functionalities 
such as filtering and searching. For example, participants in Study 2 reported minimal to no use 
of filtering options and viewing past tasks on TaskAmbient.  This could potentially be because of 
barriers of interaction by way of having to go through two-level navigation or because of the lack 
of need to use said interactions. Personal task management practices of the participants in Study 
2 alluded to the latter. Most participants noted they did not need to filter or look at past tasks 
because they had a general sense of awareness of these things, but more needed to refer to 
TaskAmbient to re-affirm their prospective memory. 

This lack of interaction with the system is not particularly a detractor though. 
TaskAmbient, similar to the Ambient Orb system [56], was designed to cue users to remember 
something, refer to their personal task management tools, or take an action, and not tend to 
TaskAmbient itself. 
 Another factor about usage of TaskAmbient is that there is a value in providing personal 
task information in an unobtrusive, non-interrupting way when not in use. As previously 
discussed in Chapter 6, users were not distracted or disturbed by the system. Participant 1 noted 
that, as compared to active notifications like alarms, TaskAmbient did not disrupt what they were 
doing. This, along with the availability in the ambient sense and the quick discernibility of tasks 
on the display, led this participant to say that TaskAmbient “filled a gap between referring to 
Google Calendars and having notifications set up”.  

The notification of upcoming events was the most useful aspect of the display, as 
described by most participants. This may be attributed to notifications being a primary 
functionality utilized personal task management. Participants also spoke to the desire for the 
location of task chips to be based on time. These two aspects speak to concepts found in previous 
work, that people, in general, are more concerned about activities that are upcoming vs. tasks 
that are not upcoming. This also speaks to the general desire of participants wanting 
TaskAmbient to further mirror some of the functionalities they currently experience with their 
personal task management tools. 
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 As far as the ambience of the display in regards to TaskAmbient, most participants made 
efforts to put the display in peripheral locations at home and in the workspace. For those who 
mentioned using it at home, they placed it in high-traffic areas such as the area of their home 
they put their keys and wallet as well as in their home workspaces in the periphery. Similarly, 
those who mentioned using the system at work, would place their TaskAmbient system in sub-
locations in their workspace, such as behind their monitors or, if used on the desktop, in inactive 
tabs they could refer to in their browser. Participant 6 provided Figure 7.01, a photo of their 
workspace. They work at a standing desk with their primary monitor elevated. As can be seen, 
below that monitor is the TaskAmbient display. 
 

 
Figure	  7.01:	  Participant	  6’s	  TaskAmbient	  in	  workspace	  

 
7.2 Display Design 
 In terms of the design of TaskAmbient as described in Chapter 3, participants did not have 
any major issues orienting to it. Functionality, as described in sub-section 3.2.3 was the least 
important aspect of the design to users. The design change of putting text on upcoming chips, as 
described in sub-section 6.2.5 was something that was highly received by most participants 
based on interviews. These two findings; minimal interaction with functionality and putting text 
on chips, spoke to the idea that the participants of the study did not have the urge to investigate 
their task information on TaskAmbient, but more wanted to strictly consume information. This 
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was highlighted by Participant 1 who mentioned that she would refer to TaskAmbient instead of 
her calendar applications as an intermediary to figure out what’s going on in her day. They 
continued to mention that other interfaces were too cumbersome to look into to find information 
for their multiple areas of responsibility. 
 Chip design aspects, beyond the glowing of upcoming chips and text on the chips, were 
evaluated as having an inconclusive effect on participants. The lack of adoption of YAPM led to 
most task chip insignia displayed on participant’s instances of TaskAmbient being uniform since 
using Google Calendar only display “cal” icon chips and cannot have priority appended to them 
due to complications in access to data from the Google calendar data object. Participants didn’t 
speak to extracting any additional task information from the individual tasks to display on the 
task chips or removing any of the insignia from the task chip. In addition, most participants felt 
that the size and quantity of chips on the display was fine. A few participants mentioned that if 
the display itself were larger, their usage would be similar with the expectation of having text on 
all task chips. 
 
7.3 Effect on personal task management practices 
 Based on user feedback during Study 2, there were minimal effects on how participants 
conducted their personal task management practices such as how participants maintained their 
calendars or how they used to-do lists. As far as calendaring went, participants did not note any 
change in their practices. In regard to to-do list management, the participants that used YAPM 
mentioned their use mirrored how they normally use quick-capture tools or pen & paper to keep 
track of tasks. Three participants noted that they made efforts to further use their personal task 
management tools, including those not associated with TaskAmbient. Although changes in 
personal task management practices was not a desired outcome of the study, I presume that if the 
study was conducted over a long period of time, there may have been a higher potential in 
changes to participants’ personal task management practices.  
 
7.4 Shortcomings 
 As Study 2 went on, there were observed shortcomings in the design of the study and 
TaskAmbient. Shortcomings here at those not thoroughly considered during ideation designing 
the system for maximal use by participants to explore the claims discussed in Chapter 5. 

One shortcoming was the low adoption of YAPM, and with that, the difficulty to gauge 
the effect of aggregating personal task information from multiple tools. Similarly, some 
participants noted that they had multiple Google accounts in which they used Google Calendar, 
and if possible, it would have been good to include calendars for these additional accounts in 
TaskAmbient. This, along with the inability to port other personal task information from other 
tools, was a bit of a shortcoming in regards to engaging participants in use of the system.  
 Mentioned in the “Mental models” sub-section of this chapter, participants in Study 2 had 
widely varying personal task management practices, in regard to how they used Google 
Calendar. It was assumed that participants used Google Calendar for routing scheduled activities 
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as well as appointments and deadlines. All participants noted this was part of their calendaring 
behavior, but not entirely. With that said, many participants maintained all of these types of 
events in single calendars, which may have produced “noise” as previously described in Chapter 
6.  
 

7.5 Mental models of personal task management tool use  
TaskAmbient was designed to aid in retaining personal task information gathered from 

personal task management tools. With that said though, participants in the study were not privy 
of the phrase “areas of responsibility” so users had the freedom to impose their own organization 
schemes to the system. Through observation during the research, it was shown that personal task 
management tools are used for much more than personal task information and in turn other 
personal information management tools that are not explicitly schedulers or lists are used in 
personal task management. Both of these aspects arose as something of note within this study. 

One aspect in which personal task management tools are used is that of collaborative and 
shared use. In using personal task management tools in this way, people can keep track of what 
others are up to, which in turn can help them take action. Some participants in Study 2 noted that 
they either maintain a calendar of shared events or explicitly share calendars with others.  One of 
these participants found using TaskAmbient to be difficult in terms of maintaining a sense of 
awareness of activities on these shared calendars. Another participant was able to take advantage 
of the delineability of TaskAmbient in this respect, and put their shared calendars into their own 
color-coded area to maintain awareness of activities in their shared calendars. 

In retention of tasks outside of the immediate scope of time (within a few days), 
participants noted various calendar practices based on their mental models as well. Using 
multiple notifications of these tasks over time was a popular practice. For example, if a deadline 
was one month out, a participant would place notifications on the event itself that would appear 2 
weeks, 1 week, 1 day, and 1 hour ahead of the deadline. A few of these participants noted that 
this strategy was not particularly effective. Other participants noted not having a uniform 
practice for retention of tasks outside of their immediate scope of time and that this was a 
problem they wanted to alleviate through improving their personal task management practices. 
Although TaskAmbient did not facilitate a multi-notification functionality, some participants did 
mention that the upcoming signification was of equal value and if individual upcoming 
thresholds could be set to task chips that would be of value. In a more general sense, the 
availability of the distributed cognition TaskAmbient provided was noted as having a higher 
potential value to users than using multiple notifications. This could be because TaskAmbient 
was more ignorable and disruptive by choice whereas notifications are actively drawing users’ 
attention and with that become more difficult to ignore. 

Retention of tasks within an immediate scope of time (within a few days) also seemed to 
have similar practices to retention non-immediate tasks. This is based on participants’ responses 
on how they utilize notifications. As far as retention of tasks without any associated time scope 
(step intentions as defined by Ellis [1], [10]), participants seems to have explicitly different 
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maintenance structures for these pieces of task information. Multiple participants mentioned that 
for step intentions and things of interests, they would maintain a list separate from their to-do list 
and calendar applications. As time went on, they may refer to these lists and consider carrying 
out the activities, if time and resources permit. That said, TaskAmbient’s design for step 
intentions was similar to that for pulse intentions, whereas it may have been a better design 
choice to further consider how pulse intentions and step intentions are maintained and designed 
two styles of interface for explicit support for one or the other. 

Overall, with the potential for modifications and providing users with more avenues for 
defining aspects of the interface, parts of the TaskAmbient design have been shown to be 
extendible to these various aspects of mental models. 
 
7.6 TaskAmbient Scalability 
 In regard to the user study done in this work, participants did not show to have a large, 
potentially untenable amount of personal tasks to maintain. In considering the use case of a 
person who has several upcoming tasks, it could be imagined that the value of highlighting 
upcoming tasks on the display would inherently not have the same value shown in this study. 
This alludes to the scalability of TaskAmbient to account for a larger amount of personal task 
information. 
 In the case of increasing TaskAmbient’s informational capacity, there are several 
information visualization design tenets that can be considered, the two primary options that show 
to be most viable is multiple views and focus+context [53]. In focus+context, TaskAmbient 
would scale to display all possible personal task information with a lower amount of detail 
inscribed on each individual task chip. In turn, users could then choose to look at particular task 
chips in more detail based on particular attributes (due date, priority, AOR, etc.) or look at all 
personal task information at once. 

In using multiple views of TaskAmbient, the user has the opportunity to further define 
what is on each instance of TaskAmbient they will be using along with the number of 
TaskAmbient instances. This model for scalability introduces the potential need for additional 
user intervention in customization of their systems. For example, if a user maintains 10 areas of 
responsibility and potentially hundreds of tasks, they may want 10 individual instances of 
TaskAmbient, or anywhere in between based on how they feel information could be organized. 
This organization could be based on informational similarities, situations in which the 
information is normally accessed, or any other user-centric organization. This organization can 
be onerous and in turn not lead to improved usage of the system. 

The multiple view version of scalability also alludes to the ambience and low interaction 
needs of the system as well. TaskAmbient was designed to take up minimal interactive need but 
provide users with enough information to garner insight towards completing tasks. There is a 
particular balance that can be affected in this regard and through additional studies of personal 
task management and the use of TaskAmbient, there is a possibility factors of this balance can be 
defined. 
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The design that could be consider for an optimal, ambient, low-interaction model of 
TaskAmbient is a combination of user-centric organization along with a more serendipitous 
organization of information allowing discovery and maintenance of personal task information 
patterns [57]. One can consider a weather forecasting application as a parallel. In most weather 
applications, today’s weather is primarily showcased, followed by tomorrow’s weather, a 7-day 
forecast, and potentially any other weather-based information a user may be interested in. This 
model of showcasing information, prioritizing based on time, scopes outward but provides what 
the app believe the user needs most immediately. Through further investigation of personal task 
management, it may be seen that this, or other prioritization models, can help determine how 
many instances of TaskAmbient a user may need to set up based on their needs and how to set 
them up. 
 
7.7 Task Taxonomy 

In this work, participants in both studies noted using various tools for personal task 
management. One shortcoming in designing TaskAmbient was the fact that it was designed for a 
calendar application and to-do list application only, excluding email, text documents, physical 
note keeping, and other tools. Even within the use of calendars and to-do lists though, personal 
task management was not explicitly performed. Specifically with Google Calendars, participants 
noted that not all calendar events corresponded to a task. 

This speaks to the keeping of tasks amongst other non-task information and in various 
applications. This was seen in Bellotti et al. and TaskMaster [33] where users used an email tool 
as a task manager. Participants in this study noted the desire to use the email tool the same way 
they normally use email and that using email strictly as a task manager was hard to acclimate to.  

Identifying what composes a “task” and the most optimal way to keep and maintain a 
task is a potentially important area of research. In email, users may flag, bookmark, archive, or 
mark an email unread to denote that it is a task. In turn, the information in the email itself may 
connote explicitly or implicitly the intention that needs to be carried out. In calendar and to-do 
list applications, users may append notifications and priority, categorize, or set a due date to 
denote a task. Similarly to email, the information in the event or to-do itself may connote 
explicitly or implicitly the intention that needs to be carried out.  

Investigating the information within these personal information sources and creating a 
taxonomy around them to identify how an email, calendar event, or to-do list item becomes a 
“task” is an important research question. Not all items from email, calendars, and to-do lists are 
necessarily “tasks” in the sense of being something that needs to be carried out in the future, so 
identifying what makes an item something that needs to be carried out in the future could 
automate the task-list creation process. In turn, could have aided in the problem participants 
experienced in this study where they had task chips on their display that did not represent tasks. 
If there was something semantically or inherently identifiable about the calendar event that 
showed it was a task or not a task, that information could have been used to append or discard 
the task chip.  
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Chapter 8 – Conclusion 
 

The goal of this research project was to investigate methods for combatting errors in 
personal task management that occur based on information fragmentation, cognitive overload, 
and prospective memory failures. In this investigation, ambient displays arose as a potential type 
of system that can be utilized for such purpose. 

In review, TaskAmbient showed the ability to address intention retention via visualizing 
task information in a different way and providing peripheral access to the information via the 
ambient display design. The results of the study show that with access to TaskAmbient, 
participants maintained awareness of tasks. The two design ideas together provided a valued, 
highly consumable way for participants to retain their task information. The “out-of-sight, out-
of-mind” mindset of personal task information was combatted “well” based on participants’ 
responses. Participants spoke highly of the space that TaskAmbient fit within their ability to 
remember their personal task information between using notifications and relying on their own 
memory. As previously mentioned, a majority of participants noted that there was value in 
reaffirming themselves of their personal task information using TaskAmbient and that it provided 
a consumable way to access said information.  

TaskAmbient also mildly showed the ability to address cognitive overload and 
information fragmentation by aggregating and delineating task information based on various user 
and system defined attributes. In providing users with these two functionalities of aggregation 
and delineation, TaskAmbient addressed shortcomings of participants’ current personal task 
management tools in terms of information consumption. Aggregation allowed most of our 
participants to place multiple calendars into individual color-coded areas, allowing them to 
reference this information in one specific space without performing filtering, search, or 
navigation. Participants noted the dissimilarity in the techniques in which they would access this 
information via Google calendar and TaskAmbient, and mentioned that either currently, or with 
further use, they would adapt to use TaskAmbient for consumption of this. Had we observed 
more extensive use of YAPM or been able to port participants’ personal task information from 
their preferred quick-capture to-do list application, we may have had more evidence to support 
the value of aggregation based on a multi-tool personal task management environment. 
Participants also spoke highly of the explicit delineation based on their user-defined contexts that 
TaskAmbient provided with minimal to no interaction.  

When considered together, both pairings of visualization & ambient design and 
aggregation and delineation of information, TaskAmbient showcased the ability to positively 
effect prospective memory, cognitive overload, and information fragmentation associated with 
personal task management. 

The TaskAmbient model of providing visualized, aggregated and delineated information 
of a person’s events, activities, and tasks can be extended to various areas based on user’s mental 
models of personal task information. Showcasing collaboration, calendar/task-sharing for social 
awareness of others, and other uses of personal task management tools that extend beyond 
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keeping track of deadlines and appointments may be of use in this model. Extending the model 
to allow multiple TaskAmbient views for these needs could be of value to study as far as usage 
rates and usefulness to users. 
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Appendix A: Study 1 Survey 
 
Hello,  
 
My name is Sheriff Jolaoso, M.S. student in the computer science department here at Virginia 
Tech. I am conducting research on engagement with digital to-do tools such as calendars, to-do 
list apps, and email. 
 
I am requesting your participation in a 22-question survey that asks questions about the digital 
to-do list tools you use and how you use the tools. The basic eligibility for this project is that you 
must be over the age of 18 and that you use calendars, emails, and/or to-do list apps to maintain 
things you need to do in the future. The information collected here will strictly be used for this 
research and may be published. 
 
Online Consent Form  
You are hereby invited to participate in a survey about personal to-do management and digital 
to-do tool use. Please read through the information below carefully and ask any questions that 
you may have before agreeing to take part in the study.  Participating in the survey serves as 
consent.  Also, you certify that you are at least 18 years old.        
 
Purpose       
The purpose of the study is to understand how you manage tasks you need to do in the future, 
also known as “to-dos”. Maintenance of to-dos includes creating, storing, updating, deleting, 
archiving, and completing to-do tasks. If you agree to participate in this study, you will be asked 
to complete an online survey via Qualtrics. The survey consists of 22 questions about how you 
maintain your to-dos. This survey should take no longer than 20 minutes.       
 
Risks and Benefits     
The results of this study will contribute to academic knowledge, and inform the area of personal 
information management and human-computer interaction on good understanding of how people 
remember and manage to-dos and how they keep track of to-dos.  It is not intended to have any 
direct benefits or risks to you as a participant in this survey.      
 
Data Collected will be Anonymous     
The records of this study will be kept private. Your name will not be attached in any way to your 
responses or to your participation in the study. Research data will be kept in a secure computer, 
and only the researchers will have access to the records.       
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Taking Part is Voluntary   
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary.  You may discontinue participation at 
any time prior to the completion of any part of our study.       
 
Contact Information About Survey    
If you have questions about your participation in this survey, you may contact Dr. Manuel Perez-
Quinones at perez@cs.vt.edu or Sheriff Jolaoso at sheriff1@vt.edu or (240) 206-1990. If you 
have any questions about your rights as a participant in this study or any concerns or complaints, 
you may contact Dr. David Moore at moored@vt.edu or at (540) 231-4991.    
 
Q2 You must be 18 years of age or older to be eligible to participate in this study. Please select 
the appropriate option below. 
 
m I certify that I am 18 years old or older. (1) 
m I am younger than 18 years old. (2) 

 
Q3 Do you maintain a list of to-dos digitally, in any fashion? (To-dos being things or activities 
you need to-do in the future.) 
m Yes (1) 
m No (2) 
 
Q4 Which of the following means do you use to maintain your to-dos (mark all that apply) 
q Gmail (1) 
q Google Tasks (2) 
q Google Calendar (3) 
q Apple Reminders (4) 
q Apple Calendar (5) 
q Text Document(s) (6) 
q MS Word Document(s) (7) 
q MS Excel Document(s) (8) 
q Other (list multiple, if applicable): (9) ____________________ 
 
Q5 How often do you consult your digital to-do managers? 
m Never (1) 
m Occasionally (2) 
m Very Often (3) 
m Always (4) 
 
Q6 How many contexts do maintain to-dos for?Examples of a context could include specific 
projects at work or home, courses in school, chores, etc. 
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Q7 List contexts you maintain to-dos for, if appropriate. (List as many as your feel comfortable 
with) 
 
Q8 Do you have trouble keeping track of to-dos across your contexts? 
m Never (1) 
m Rarely (2) 
m Sometimes (3) 
m Most of the Time (4) 
m Always (5) 
 
Q9 Do you have trouble keeping track of to-dos across your digital to-do tools?  
m Never (1) 
m Rarely (2) 
m Sometimes (3) 
m Most of the Time (4) 
m Always (5) 
 
Q10 Do you rely on your memory to recall to-dos?  
m Never (1) 
m Rarely (2) 
m Sometimes (3) 
m Most of the Time (4) 
m Always (5) 
 
Q11 Do you rely on your digital to-do tools to recall to-dos?  
m Never (1) 
m Rarely (2) 
m Sometimes (3) 
m Most of the Time (4) 
m Always (5) 
 
Q12 Do you forget to carry out or complete to-dos listed in your digital to-do tools?  
m Never (1) 
m Rarely (2) 
m Sometimes (3) 
m Most of the Time (4) 
m Always (5) 
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Q13 Do you ever have the need to keep track of to-dos you have completed, finished, or 
canceled?  
m Never (1) 
m Rarely (2) 
m Sometimes (3) 
m Most of the Time (4) 
m Always (5) 
 
Q14 Please estimate how many to-dos are you currently have in your digital to-do tools? 
 
Q15 Of the to-dos from the previous question, how many are you actively aware of: (an 
approximation is ok) 
 
Q16 Of the to-dos you are actively aware of, how many do you consider to be “long-term” to-
dos: 
 
Q17 How do you define a “long-term” to-do:  
 
Q18 How do you keep track of “long-term” to-do in your digital to-do tools?: 
 
Q19 Of the to-dos you are actively aware of, how many do you consider to be “short-term” to-
dos: 
 
Q20 How do you define a “short-term” to-do: 
 
Q21 How do you keep track of “short-term” to-dos in your digital to-do tools?: 
 
Q22 Would it be valuable to have a consolidated view of all of your to-dos across all of your 
contexts and tools you use?  
m Definitely will not (1) 
m Probably will not (2) 
m Don't know (3) 
m Probably will (4) 
m Definitely will (5) 
 
Q24 Can you provide any additional information you would like to share about your to-do 
management patterns? (feel free to leave this blank) 
 
Q23 What's your occupation? 
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Appendix B: Study 1 Survey Results 
 
1.  You must be 18 years of age or older to be eligible to participate in this study. Please select the 
appropriate option below. 

# Answer   
 

Response % 

1 
I certify that I 
am 18 years 
old or older. 

  
 

77 100% 

2 
I am younger 
than 18 years 
old. 

  
 

0 0% 

 Total  77 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 1 
Mean 1.00 
Variance 0.00 
Standard Deviation 0.00 
Total Responses 77 
 
2.  Do you maintain a list of to-dos digitally, in any fashion? (To-dos being things or activities you 
need to-do in the future.) 

# Answer   
 

Response % 
1 Yes   

 

70 91% 
2 No   

 

7 9% 
 Total  77 100% 

 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 2 
Mean 1.09 
Variance 0.08 
Standard Deviation 0.29 
Total Responses 77 
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3.  Which of the following means do you use to maintain your to-dos (mark all that apply) 
# Answer   

 

Response % 
1 Gmail   

 

32 42% 
2 Google Tasks   

 

15 20% 

3 Google 
Calendar   

 

46 61% 

4 Apple 
Reminders   

 

14 18% 

5 Apple 
Calendar   

 

13 17% 

6 Text 
Document(s)   

 

17 22% 

7 MS Word 
Document(s)   

 

8 11% 

8 MS Excel 
Document(s)   

 

7 9% 

9 
Other (list 
multiple, if 
applicable): 

  
 

47 62% 
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Other (list multiple, if applicable): 
Trello 
Sticky notes, Google Keep 
MS One Note on phone and laptop. 
OneNote 
Evernote 
evernote, outlook calendar 
Sticky Notes 
Workflowy, Stickies 
Habit RPG, Trello 
Sticky Notes 
TK8 Sticky Notes 
Windows sticky notes 
remember the milk 
hand-written notebook and post it notes 
Android app for connecting to Google Tasks 
Any.do 
Google Keep, Google Now Reminders 
My Brain 
sticky notes 
Google Keep, Phone Note app 
Sticky Notes 
Todoist, Google Now 
windows sticky notes 
Evernote 
trello, mvc todo, pictures of pen and paper, sms, google docs, ghant charts, omnigraffle 
I use google docs to access it from multiple computers, and even my cell phone 
Paper list in my (paper) calendar; folder in Thunderbird; occasionally notepad on phone (till I 
transfer to written list) 
Wunderlist 
lists on paper, Zimbra calendar 
Calendar/reminders on my cell phone, and the notes section on my cell phone 
Sticky Notes App on computer and cell phone 
Any.do app 
sticky notes 
Anylist 
Apple iOS Notes app 
OmniFocus, Apple Notes 
Paper list in my paper calendar; email folder in Thunderbird for "Tasks" containing emails with 
details of tasks 
Wunderlist, Fantasical (a calendar application for Mac and iOS) 
Apple Notes Application 
Wunderlist, Remember the Milk 
Outlook tasks 
Checkmark for iOS 
Microsoft Outlook, Color Note (android app) 
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Googer Docs & Sheets 
avocado 
Kanban Flow 
Google Docs 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 9 
Total Responses 76 
 
4.  How often do you consult your digital to-do managers? 

# Answer   
 

Response % 
1 Never   

 

3 4% 
2 Occasionally   

 

23 31% 
3 Very Often   

 

26 35% 
4 Always   

 

23 31% 
 Total  75 100% 

 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 4 
Mean 2.92 
Variance 0.78 
Standard Deviation 0.88 
Total Responses 75 
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5.  How many contexts do maintain to-dos for?Examples of a context could include specific 
projects at work or home, courses in school, chores, etc. 
Text Response 
3 
7 
6 
8 
2 
work and home 
This is a confusing survey design.  Is this suppossed to be a number? teaching classes, projects at 
work, personal errands during lunch (e.g., post office, bank, grocery shopping, library). 
3-5 
As many as I need at the Time 
Classes, homework due, upcoming tests and projects, personal events, friends' events 
none digitally, 2-3 on paper 
10 
Home, courses at school, GTA responsibilites at school 
3 
4 
Several, atleast 6 
3-4 
6 
Mainly use for managing upcoming due-dates for school assignments. 
Some 
work, finance, personal events 
4 
3 
Many 
4 
10+ 
School assignments, chores, calling/contacting people 
pretty much everything 
Shopping Lists, Personal work tasklist 
2 
0 
8 
2 
5 
Work Projects, Shopping Lists 
Projects at work, projects at home, homework for school, chores, grocery lists, etc. 
2 
5-10 
I just maintain one single list with items from different contexts. 
4 
3 
2 
10+ 
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I have 3 main contexts 
School/Employment related, or anything else important i need to remember 
4 
In google docs I will write things I have to do in lab (if it is something that is schedueld but not 
imidate) sometimes I'll put a personal at home to do list on the closest weekend so I will see it 
when I have free time.  I usually only Excel to-do lists when I realize I have too much to fit in 
my regular system. 
None 
7 
4 or 5 
5 
4-5 
two or three 
school and personal 
fdgfgd 
work, social appointments, bills, 
2 
2 
Difficult question to answer, but I always sort to-dos by day and priority. I also always have 
financial to-dos separated. Sometimes I also sort them by subject (e.g. household vs academic). 
between 5 and 15 (3 static, 2 to ~12 dynamic and based on # of projects) 
4 
2 to 4 
~4 
Groceries, Schoolwork, Chores 
1 
3 
work (categories by project, department [my group, center, other centers, or institution), 
home/personal, school (there's about 20 categories right now) 
5 
10 
6 
10 or more 
4 
grad assistantship, schoolwork 
 
Statistic Value 
Total Responses 73 
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6.  List contexts you maintain to-dos for, if appropriate. (List as many as your feel comfortable 
with) 
Text Response 
Home, Work, Research 
research  study quick life tasks non-critical life tasks grocery  wish-list for shopping reading  
skills to learn 
Assignment deadlines 
Master list of school work with due dates. 3 project specific lists detailing the next steps I need 
to take. List of things to do at home (chores). Grocery list of things to buy while out (and for this 
month, a similar x-mas list). 
research, teaching, consulting, personal, church, family, technology, shopping 
Classes/Work/Misc. Side projects that aren't as important as above 
work, home, other family members' activities 
teaching classes,  projects at work,  personal errands during lunch (e.g., post office, bank, 
grocery shopping, library). 
* Current proposals or publications (usually have at least 1 ongoing) * Current  software 
development projects (usually have at least 2 ongoing) * Travel plans * Apartment hunting * 
Chores 
Homework for Certain Classes, Projects, People I need to call, Emails I need to send, 
Shows/Movies to watch, Restaurants I should try out, Things I should look for later 
Gmail, stickynotes 
weekly work to do long term project work to do personal short term to do 
School projects, personal errands, work errands, classes, people I want to call, ideas for rainy 
days (ie recipes, hikes, books, music, guitar tabs to download), etc 
I have to-do lists based on the assigned tasks and readings for each course. I keep lists for 
personal errands and tasks. I also keep lists of tasks that I need to do based on the responsibilities 
of my GTAship. 
Programming projects, homework assignments, errands/chores. 
School Chores Work 
Project deadlines, homework deadlines, test dates, meeting times, class times, parts of projects to 
be added. Laundry times- cooking times 
classes, lab, personal 
fitness  appointments  work  tutoring  teaching  school work 
Upcoming Assignments: 
Primarily courses, internship application related due dates, special events, club meetings 
Work-related meetings, personal appointments (doctor, etc.), bill due dates, special events 
(birthdays, anniversaries, etc.) 
work, course, shopping, misc 
-Course homework and important dates -General to-dos as they come up -Monthly/yearly 
checklist of chores 
projects, homework assignments, calling people, appointments, housework, meetings 
Home, school, social (such as people I want to get in touch with), purchases (whether they be 
grocery trips or note to remind me to purchase any other item) 
Classes, Homework, Work appointments, Work deadlines, Managing employees, Groceries, 
Birthday lists, New Ideas 
People I need to talk to  Assignments I need to complete Meetings I need to organize 
homework, projects, tests, bills, medications, and all types of general reminders 
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Shopping, Shot lists for movies 
School work Personal tasks (obligations to other people) 
None 
Projects  Homeworks  Paper works and official works  Appointments  Events to go  Parties  
Deadlines for applications  Shopping 
Work-study Personal 
Dissertation Assistantship Groceries Chores Emails 
Shopping Lists - I write a text document on my computer and email it to myself and open it on 
my phone 
5+ 
Math tutoring Meetings 
Each of my classes, which I have five Then I have ongoing projects in each two classes, which I 
break into another context, and then finally I have a miscellaneous context. So, currently, I have 
8. 
Assignments and readings, household chores, shopping lists. 
Groceries, school work, personal projects, birthday presents 
school, work, general 
(1) Work, (2) Home and Others are in one big box. 
personal life (general), personal life (projects - shrot term), personal life (long term), work 
projects, collaborative social stuff 
school work, Air Force ROTC and personal 
Schoolwork I need to get done in a week Meetings or events or anything social activity I plan on 
attending 
Teaching, Research, Administration, Personal 
lab work, lab class TA prep People I need to contact (both in work and social contexts) 
Homework when taking classes Sometimes chores Irregular occurrences I am likely to forget 
(eg. return such and such to so and so on this day) Structuring free weekends (sometimes I will 
be much more specific with my to-do list on the weekend, not because I am more likely to forget 
what I need to do but because I need extra motivation.) Sometimes when I need to keep track of 
a to do list across context I actually go back to paper, since I can put different to-do lists in 
blocks on the same page. 
None. I pile everything together 
Research course1 course2 GTA work Home Stuff To Buy To Do 
Dissertation timeline, housework, marathon/triathlon training, grocery shopping/meal planning 
lab meetings, class homeworks, exams, certain activities w/ friends (out of ordinary), personal 
organization of research items 
Mainly just school appointments (meetings, defense times/dates, appointments with faculty or 
students). Also, if I need to go meet someone somewhere out of the norm, I will have my 
calendar remind me about that so I don't forget. 
Work, wedding planning, leisure activities (books to read, etc.), chores 
appointments final exams/breaks birthdays 
fgdfgd 
Courses - including tests and exams Laboratory activities that occur sporadically 
home, work 
See last question. 
One for all current projects + general life (includes cleaning, car maintenance, home 
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maintenance, etc.) + store/errands (outside of home) + general work 
Teaching, Admin, Research, Personal 
Home Work 1 or 2 work projects, if needed due to complexity 
HW and other school assignments to do, shopping lists, chores to do, lists of things I want to 
read/learn/do in my free time 
Work 
Shopping, home, work, gifts, movies to watch 
Group tasks Center tasks Other center tasks Institution tasks Project-specific tasks Home: chores, 
travel, errands, doc appts, helping friends, charity work School: class times, assignments, study 
time, exam time 
work schoolwork appointments home chores various other reminders 
School Courses, Home Chores, Dr. Appts, Work Schedule... 
shopping, school tasks, personal to-do's 
chores, homework assignments. work assignments, maintenance with house or car or 
motorcycle, bills to pay, contact.email/call people, 
mainly school, career prospects, extracurricular, other 
 
Statistic Value 
Total Responses 71 
 
7.  Do you have trouble keeping track of to-dos across your contexts? 

# Answer   
 

Response % 
1 Never   

 

7 10% 
2 Rarely   

 

28 38% 
3 Sometimes   

 

36 49% 

4 Most of the 
Time   

 

0 0% 

5 Always   
 

2 3% 
 Total  73 100% 

 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 5 
Mean 2.48 
Variance 0.61 
Standard Deviation 0.78 
Total Responses 73 
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8.  Do you have trouble keeping track of to-dos across your digital to-do tools?  
# Answer   

 

Response % 
1 Never   

 

15 22% 
2 Rarely   

 

21 30% 
3 Sometimes   

 

27 39% 

4 Most of the 
Time   

 

3 4% 

5 Always   
 

3 4% 
 Total  69 100% 

 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 5 
Mean 2.39 
Variance 1.04 
Standard Deviation 1.02 
Total Responses 69 
 
9.  Do you rely on your memory to recall to-dos?  

# Answer   
 

Response % 
1 Never   

 

5 7% 
2 Rarely   

 

14 19% 
3 Sometimes   

 

36 50% 

4 Most of the 
Time   

 

15 21% 

5 Always   
 

2 3% 
 Total  72 100% 

 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 5 
Mean 2.93 
Variance 0.80 
Standard Deviation 0.89 
Total Responses 72 
 
10.  Do you rely on your digital to-do tools to recall to-dos?  

# Answer   
 

Response % 
1 Never   

 

3 4% 
2 Rarely   

 

9 13% 
3 Sometimes   

 

20 28% 

4 Most of the 
Time   

 

34 47% 

5 Always   
 

6 8% 
 Total  72 100% 
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Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 5 
Mean 3.43 
Variance 0.92 
Standard Deviation 0.96 
Total Responses 72 
 
11.  Do you forget to carry out or complete to-dos listed in your digital to-do tools?  

# Answer   
 

Response % 
1 Never   

 

10 14% 
2 Rarely   

 

31 43% 
3 Sometimes   

 

27 38% 

4 Most of the 
Time   

 

4 6% 

5 Always   
 

0 0% 
 Total  72 100% 

 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 4 
Mean 2.35 
Variance 0.62 
Standard Deviation 0.79 
Total Responses 72 
 
12.  Do you ever have the need to keep track of to-dos you have completed, finished, or 
canceled?  

# Answer   
 

Response % 
1 Never   

 

11 16% 
2 Rarely   

 

24 35% 
3 Sometimes   

 

20 29% 

4 Most of the 
Time   

 

12 17% 

5 Always   
 

2 3% 
 Total  69 100% 

 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 5 
Mean 2.57 
Variance 1.10 
Standard Deviation 1.05 
Total Responses 69 
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13.  Please estimate how many to-dos are you currently have in your digital to-do tools? 
Text Response 
100+ 
10 
2 
20 
50 
20 
20 
25 
6 per, probably 30 overall 
26 
20 
0 
I don't really know how to answer this, what do you mean? 
25 
6 
15 
5 
5 
>10 
3 
5 
100 (going out a month or two) 
80 
25 
17 
4 
30 
4 
13 
4 
20 
None 
10 
12 
20 
3 - Shopping Lists, Homework, Projects 
15 
4 
20ish 
5-6 
6 
2 
3 
150+ 
3 
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12 to-dos 
15 
Currently my "to-do" lists are small and not comprehesive, mostly associated with a specific day 
in google calender.  So I use a handful per month as they come up.  In addition I use a seperate 
color on google calender when an event has to-do deadlines associated with it, even if I don't 
type out what those to-do items are (eg different color means paper is due this class period) 
5 
8 
Over 20 
20 
1 
20 
fdfgd 
..a lot 
5 
2 
FYI - the last few questions were difficult to answer. I only use google calendar for very 
important date-related to-dos. I use Apple iOS for all others. This is synced on my iPhone and 
my macbook air. I thought I answered this question earlier - perhaps I'm missing something. 
50-75 
15 
~40 
25 
10 
15 
my list goes out about 3 months...probably ~50 
6-10 
5 
50 
10 
hundreds 
 
Statistic Value 
Total Responses 71 
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14.  Of the to-dos from the previous question, how many are you actively aware of: (an 
approximation is ok) 
Text Response 
20+ 
7 
2 
20 
20 
10 
20 
just today's because I looked at them this morning.  So 4 
3-4 
14 
10 
0 
All 
6 
5 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
All 
10 
20 
12 
2 
10 
2 
13 
3 
3 
0 
6 
5 
15 
2 - Homework, Projects 
7 
4 
I don't understand the question. If I'm estimating from the last one, doesn't that mean I'm aware 
of them?? 
4 
3 
2 
2 
70% 
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3 
about 5ish 
12 
2 lists maybe a dozen items each (my work list and my personal list of things I needed to do after 
some big deadlines yesterday) 
4 
2 
About a dozen (some are to do months from now) 
5 
5 
I'm not sure what you mean here 
3 
2 
I don't know what this refers to - is it the number of possible apps I COULD be using? If so, I'd 
guess I'm aware of at least 10. 
~15 
6 
I'm not surprised or unaware of anything on my lists, but I use the to-do lists to remember what 
they all are 
20 
2 
4 
~20 
3-5 
3 
12 
5 
10 
 
Statistic Value 
Total Responses 68 
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15.  Of the to-dos you are actively aware of, how many do you consider to be “long-term” to-dos: 
Text Response 
15+ 
4 
0 
4 
20 
2 
4 
I don't manage my to-dos in this manner. I break them up into smaller pieces.  So although I 
know I have a long-term to-do like "get a new job" the things in my to do list are the steps 
towards that long term to do, like "write cover letter", etc... 
Probably no more than 25% - long term todos don't get done 
10 
3 
0 
They are all short-term. My long-term to-dos are not currently included on my lists. 
0 
1 
0 
0 
2 
0 
3 
Half 
0 
4 
6 
1 
8 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
3 
2 
3 
1 - Projects 
0 
0 
8 
0 
0 
0 
0 
70% of that 70% 
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1 
none, i try to keep my to-dos short term focused 
3 
My work list has a couple long-term to-dos.  The closest to a long-term to do on my persona list 
would be a few books I want to read, but mostly I keep it to what I can do in the now so I don't 
get overwhelmed. 
0 
1 
About 8 
3 
1 
0 
1 
many 
I'm sorry to be difficult, but I'm confused with this question. 
~5 
3 
15 to 20 
5 
0 
3 
~10 
1 
1 
5 
4 
4 
 
Statistic Value 
Total Responses 68 
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16.  How do you define a “long-term” to-do:  
Text Response 
that span several months 
Non-critical tasks that I need to consider when I have time 
1 month 
A long-term to-do is something I could not easily accomplish with steady work on my own due 
to either the volume of work required, the input of others (collaborators, reviewers, etc) required, 
or the intermediate deadlines preventing me from doing it all at once. 
Something with no set deadline or a deadline more than a month away from now. 
to-do items that will take more than a month to complete(and are due more than a month away), 
but require lots of smaller to-dos throughout a longer time period 
Something that I have 3 weeks or longer to get to. 
A long term to do is an overall goal that requires several steps to accomplish over a lengthy 
period of time.  For example, "teach macroergonomics" is a long term to do that covers the entire 
Spring semester.  However, I would not put this in a to do manager.  I would put in the steps to 
achieve this long term to do, like "revise syllabus", "research social network analysis articles", 
etc... I would know that I finished the long term to do when I completed all of the smaller to-dos 
associated with the long-term to do. 
Anything I don't hope to accomplish within a month or semester. 
I will do part of it every so often, hoping to finish it in a half years time 
Something that I don't need to get done right now, but need to keep in mind if I have time to do it 
later. 
takes more than a day to complete the entire or the deadline is far in the future 
I don't use long-term to-do's, but either have tasks or non-actionable items 
For me, a "long-term" to-do would either be something that will happen recurringly into the 
future indefinitely or will only be accomplished in the moderately distant future (at least 8-12 
weeks away, but more likely 4-6 months away). 
A task that is further than a week away from today's date. 
Something that may due in a month or longer. 
If it is longer than a month away. Currently my digital to-dos are focused on finals and finishing 
up the semester, so they aren't long term.   Long term would be something like writing my finals 
dates at the beginning of a semester. 
to dos to me are by definition short term 
tasks that involve a semester-long goal or a life time goal 
If I had one currently it would be some type of either multi-stage project or long term project that 
would take more than a week to complete. 
Long-term for me means anything that takes more than 2-3 days to complete or are a repetitive 
task. 
Something that will progress over time through a series of meetings, works sessions, research 
and development, and execution. 
something with the time span over 2 months 
A long-term to-do is something that is recurring (such as rent and credit card payments) or 
something that I do not have to do for a month or longer. 
Something that is recurring for at least a month 
Not of immediate interest. Could include social engagements I want to schedule in the future or 
nonessential purchases. 
Something that will take multiple days of work to complete. 
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An ongoing project with multiple subtasks that's going to take at least a month to finish. 
due in more than one month 
It'll take more than a week, or is a project that has been ongoing for more than a month 
More than in a few days 
Something that must be done anywhere between 2 weeks from now until the rest of my life. 
Task that takes more than 3 weeks to complete 
One that I can attend to in more than a week's time 
Something that needs to be completed in the next 6 months 
Something that takes longer than 2 weeks 
Not due this week 
Something that is not a one time event like a meeting. A long-term to-do would be along the 
lines of a goal, such as "improve grades in math" 
A long-term to-do item is something that cannot be done in a single sitting. It is something that is 
going to take multiple sittings to complete sub-tasks. It may take days, weeks, or even years to 
complete. 
A task that has short-term subcomponents which aren't completed all at once, or a task for which 
the impact or result is lasting. 
Almost like a long term goal - one that I would work towards over time and require either 
intermediate goals or time to complete. 
something that is not a one time event/activity. 
Work for which progress is slow and or must be delayed. 
taking longer than 3 weeks 
If it is something I need to do over the next month. 
A goal that i plan to incrementally achieve over a long period of time 
Something that is either on-going (has to be done regularly) or requires a couple of months to 
complete. 
A long term to-do is a goal.  Read up on this topic (vs read this paper).  Or work on this project 
in lab (could be months).   It is going to be something I cannot finish in one day, or even a week. 
Or it can be something that may or may not take a long time, but I do not know how to start. 
Something that not's due within a week. 
takes more than a week 
Something that's not impending within the calendar month 
Due in over a couple weeks 
Something that won't be complete immediately on one day or all at once, but drawn out. 
Anything beyond a week 
over a month project, for example.  or a complex project that requires many steps or mini 
projects within it. 
Unclear question. 
A long term to-do is more of a goal. It's something I want to do and I want to keep track of, but I 
don't have a pressing deadline or the deadline is very far away. 
A to-do that either: 1) has a due-date more than a week away (longer, if it is a large project) 2) 
cannot be acted on right away because preconditions are not met and are not likely to be met in 
the near future 
Something that will take at least a month to achieve or complete 
Something that's been on my list for a while, and will take multiple days to complete. 
Something that can't just be completed but is ongoing. 
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Not actionable right now. 
Long term Project deliverables (lit reviews, long-term analysis projects, etc) Long term school 
assignments/projects (including competing thesis) 
doesn't need to be done by a certain time or in the near future 
Something to-do in a month on a specific day, or a project that will take some time to complete. 
Things that need to be done within the next month or so. 
Anything that's not task that can be done and put behind you in a day or two 
 
Statistic Value 
Total Responses 67 
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17.  How do you keep track of “long-term” to-do in your digital to-do tools?: 
Text Response 
break them down into smaller subtasks 
color them differently 
Memory 
Long-term to-dos are typically projects or something that must be done repeatedly (on a weekly 
basis). For projects, I end up placing the overall project deadlines into my master school work to-
do list, and then I make a specific to-do list for that project to plan out the steps I need to perform 
along the way and the intermediate (often self imposed) deadlines I need to meet. For repeated 
work, I will simply list an individual to-do on the master school work list and copy it to each 
week so it just appears like I have a lot of smaller ones that occur frequently. 
I add them as tasks but don't set a deadline for them. 
The long-term to-do becomes a list i it of itself, with the smaller items more manageable, doable 
todos. 
Mark deadlines in calendar; post reminders in alarms; keep typing them in on new weekly lists 
until they get done. 
I typically put the due date in my calendar in red so it is like a milestone.  For example, I had an 
event in my calendar entitled "Central Admin interface" on 11/14 at 7am.  I put milestones at 
7am because I don't start work until 8am so they will not conflict with the scheduling of actual 
work meetings.  This particular milestone represented 6-8 weeks of work researching, designing 
and re-designing the user interface for a web application.  I also tracked smaller to-dos in my 
calendar, but when I enter the smaller to-dos I actually enter them on the day / time that I worked 
on them.  This allows me to reflect back on how much time I spent on each smaller to-do so I 
can adjust my work schedule and estimates in the future.  It also helps me identify areas in which 
I have trouble -- for example, I am not very skilled in graphic design so branding typically takes 
me longer to complete than I would like. I also use the color categories in outlook to help me 
visually see the amount of time I am spending per project.  This allows me to get a sense of how 
I am spending my time just by glancing at my calendar. 
I put them in a special list and hide it out of site, or put it in its proper place in the calendar. 
sticky notes and Word documents 
They're usually bottom of the list 
I don't. i use paper exclusively 
I will typically include them as a separate list with some sort of reminder since I won't be 
checking that list very often. 
I separate them from my short-term to-do's, but I keep track of them the same way. If it's really 
important and far in advance then I'll make note of it in a calendar app. 
I try to set milestones at regular intervals. 
They will be at the bottom of a list, but typically i focus on closer term items 
i don't 
Generally will jot down dates as milestones. 
Schedule recurrence, conspicuous formatting (e.g. bold and larger font). 
Not very well. That usually winds up on my big post-it note that I can cross off when it's done. I 
also maintain a list of work-related goals and goals that are met in a comprehensive document to 
share with my boss and development team. When a long-term to-do is complete, it gets added to 
that document. 
no, that is in my mind 
My long-term to-dos are listed under one section in my Microsoft Word to-do document. 
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Setting up recurring reminders, setting up a reminder far in the future so I see it every time I look 
at the list, and sometimes resetting everyday 
with reminders 
Put end dates in Google Calendar, add email/pop-up reminders. 
I break it down into short term tasks and only put the short term tasks on the list 
I usually don't, because I always complete things at the last minute anyway. 
I just leave it there with the rest as its presence reminds me of how much I failed it in its 
completion 
By procrastinating 
I do not. I keep them in my brain. 
I have trouble with that. 
Set reminders in Google calendar 
I track it the same way as other to dos  - it just stays on the list longer 
Google Calenders or by completing them as quickly as possible 
Add it to my calendar with follow-ups and a reminder for when it's due. 
i don't 
I don't have any special way of they keeping track of them. 
Text documents on my desktop. 
Set the due date of the to the future time it's due 
i don't 
In Evernote, I send them to another Notebook where I keep those as Notes 
they have an aging style to them 
I just have it at the bottom of my to-do list, I keep my to-do list in order of importance from top 
to bottom. 
I typically focus on short term goals and keep long term goals in my mind 
Relevant email stays there till it's complete. But mostly, I use my paper list. 
I usually don't unless it is a specific work assignment.  Usually if it is a long term to-do in a 
digital list I don't call it a to-do any more.  I usually have lists of resources in Microsoft Word 
and the assumption is that the thing the list of resources if for is a long-term goal. 
As and when I think about my week's deadlines, I try to recall it 
nothing specific.. they stay there for a long time! 
Apple calendar and reminders 
not really a place for this, just small tasks 
The only long-term thing I have in my calendar right now is "Christmas." But mainly that's just 
to remind me to finish Christmas shopping before then. I have lots of long-term things I need to 
get done, like submit a manuscript for publication and to graduate, but since those things don't 
have a specific end date (yet), I do not keep track of those items digitally. 
Keep them in the same to-do list 
I usually use evernote. 
I have a section of longer-term to-dos in my Apple iOS notes. 
It depends on the context. Some of my long-term to-dos are books I'd like to read or skills I'd 
like to learn. They are placed in specific lists... (e.g., Reading list or Rainy day). If the to-dos are 
associated with a long-term project (e.g., my dissertation) they are placed in a dissertation 
project list and organized sequentially (e.g., 1) find relevant literature, 2) read and summarized 
literature, 3) organize literature...) 
I assign automated reminders to check on their status every so often and see if I have the 
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resources and time I need to act on them. 
I just keep it listed (usually on a separate area reserved for long-term goals) so I can consciously 
work towards accomplishing/completing it. 
They mainly just sit in one of my lists. 
I don't really 
I set a due date, or just forget about them until I look back. 
Broken up by small deliverables in my calendar 
I don't keep track of it in the digital to-dos.  I keep track of that in my head. 
add it to my calendar 
I list all my things to do and put a start next to the ones that are time sensitive 
list them 
 
Statistic Value 
Total Responses 65 
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18.  Of the to-dos you are actively aware of, how many do you consider to be “short-term” to-dos: 
Text Response 
3-4 
3 
1 week 
16 
10 
10 
16 
the majority.  So if I have 25 to-dos, I estimate 3 are long-term to dos 
Most 
12 
15 
All 
6 
4 
All of them 
3 
1 
3 
2 
About half 
all 
16 
10 
2 
2 
All of them 
13 
3 
2 
0 
3 
3 
12 
1 - Homework 
7 
4 
10 
All of them. 
6 
2 
2 
30% 
2 
All of them 
10 
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Most of my to dos are short term.  I realize there is probalby some flaws with my system since I 
don't know how many I have if I count google calender day lists, and my paper lists by my 
bench. 
5 
1 
12 or so 
3 
1 
5 
many 
The vast majority. 
all of the others 
3 
15 to 20 
15 
2 
1 
~15 
4 
3 
5 
6 
 
Statistic Value 
Total Responses 65 
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19.  How do you define a “short-term” to-do: 
Text Response 
few days 
Critical or things must be finished very soon 
3 days 
A short-term to-do is something I can easily accomplish by simply devoting the time and work to 
completing it, often around an hour or less. Short-term to-dos don't require any outside input and 
have one final deadline. 
Something that needs to be completed this week. 
todo due less than a month that are manageable and doable in less than a weeks time 
Needs to be done within a week or so. 
A short-term to-do may be: - one step of many towards the completion of a long-term to do (e.g., 
I have this 6 month design project to complete at work, but I schedule short-term to-dos to 
manage my day to day operations at work)  - a task to complete with a short timeline to complete 
(e.g., I need to mail a package today because the deadline to receive a refund from StitchFix is 3 
business days after delivery). 
Anything that can be done within a month. 
Need to get done ASAP 
Something that needs to get done today 
immediate deadline, or small project that takes a few hours to complete. 
A "short-term" to-do would be something that needs to be accomplished within the next two 
weeks or so. 
Any task to be completed within a week of today's date. 
Something that needs to be done in the next 1-2 weeks. 
If it is coming up within the month 
a task to be completed in the next few days (hw assignment, email to send, etc.) 
task that can completed in a day or week 
Something that shouldn't take longer than a week such as a homework or quiz. 
Short-term for me means something that can be done within a few hours to 1-2 days. 
Meetings or tasks that need to be completed in order to move to the next phase of meeting a 
long-term to-do. 
something takes less than 2 days 
A short-term todo is something that I have to do within the next week. 
something due within a week 
Pressing. Deadline pending. Urgency necessary to accomplish in a timely manner. 
Something that can be completed quickly, such as a grocery list item, interview, email, etc. 
Something that I need to finish in a week 
due within the next month 
Things that need to be completed within the upcoming week 
Next few days/week 
Something that I must do within 2 weeks. 
Thasks that need less than 3 weeks to complete 
Obviously, one I have to attend in less than a week 
Something that needs to be done in the next week 
Something that takes less than 2 weeks 
Due this week 
something that happens once 
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A short-term to-do item is something can be done in a single sitting and takes only a few hours 
to complete at most. This survey would be considered a short-term to-do for me. 
A single task to be completed with immediate results. 
One that's due within the next week 
a single activity that must be done 
Work that needs to be done ASAP 
taking less than 3 weeks 
Things that need to be done this week. Again I keep them in order of need to do sooner on top. 
A task I can accomplish in a reasonable amount of time that may or may not contribute to a long 
term goal 
Something due within the next 2 weeks. 
Something that has a set time frame 
Due within a week 
mostly takes less than a week, usually a day. 
To be completed within the current week 
Due in a few days or a week 
Something that is finished on one day or all at once. I need to go see my pet-sitter this week and 
give her my house key; I consider that a short-term item that I need to do. There is a concrete 
start time and once I leave, the task is complete. 
Anything needed to do within the next few hours or days 
a to-do within a week. or just reminders of the to-do within less than a month. 
Unclear. 
Short-term to-dos have a more pressing timeline or are things I can easily tackle. 
A to-do that does not require me to wait for anything before beginning, especially if the to-do 
will take less than a work-day to complete. 
Something I can complete easily in a day 
Tasks that don't take a lot of time or are due soon.  Like a phone call for example. 
Something I can sit down and do In a few minutes and then it will be complete 
Something that it would be possible for me to do right now. 
Things that take less than a few days 
Something with a timeline due within the next 1-2 weeks 
chores or stuff that i do on a regular basis 
Things that need to be done within a week 
Will only take an hour or two 
 
Statistic Value 
Total Responses 66 
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20.  How do you keep track of “short-term” to-dos in your digital to-do tools?: 
Text Response 
list as to do 
Color them 
Reminder 
Short-term to-dos receive a single, non-repeating entry in the master to-do list. 
I add them to my Reminders app with a firm deadline and set alerts/alarms to remind me a day or 
two before they are due. 
i have a few lists on OneNote, with some of them in my calendar to remind me of due dates 
email to myself; mark in calendar; sometimes make a list if I'm getting really busy. 
I answered this already as part of the long-term to-do question. 
Calendar, or a TXT document. 
Sticky Notes in a specific Color 
At the top of the list 
I don't. I use paper exclusively 
I make chronological lists or entries based on when the tasks need to be accomplished. This 
allows me to look at just what needs to be accomplished in a given day instead of focusing too 
much on the entire list. 
Mostly with the sticky note feature on windows. 
I mark the activity in my calendar as a new event and give the time(s) at which it is due/will take 
place. 
I write them down in order from soonest to furthest 
reminders the day they need to be done, widget on phone home screen 
List the due date of each. 
Small, 'normal' entry with color code that means 'lower-priority' for me. 
Same with long-term....they usually get added to my post-it notes. 
apple reminder, google calendar, google inbox 
Short-term to-dos are listed under their own categories in my Microsoft Word to-do document, 
above the long-term to-dos. For example, I have a heading for each of my classes and a list of to-
dos for each of those. 
set a time to remind 
Same means. Calendar and reminders. 
Google calendar, gmail, to-do lists 
I write them down in a list 
Google Tasks - list the tasks, their due dates, and sometimes include a short description or link to 
a relevant website 
I just enter it, and it usually resides near the top of my list 
Very easily -- remind myself like a day before it's due 
I don't. I keep them in my brain. 
Have trouble, but checking the to-do list every day (or sometimes 2 times a day) 
Google calendar most of the time, or in my mind 
Same ways as others -- they are on the list. 
I generally just commit them to memory and complete them as I have time 
Add them to calendar with reminders for follow-up and for due dates 
with dates, times, and locations for activities listed. 
Again, I don't have any special way of keeping track of short-term to-dos. I generally keep daily 
to-do lists. 
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Phone alarms, self-addressed e-mails, digital "post-its" or reminders. 
Set the due date to within the next week 
google calender 
In Evernote, a Notebook with the to-dos that need to be addressed ASAP 
they are being touched regularly, and dont get styled, or they get done.  if they dont get done, it 
then becomes a long term project 
I just add them in the list based on when the tasks need to get done. If something needs to get 
done sooner than something else on my to-do list I add it higher in the list. 
I usually jot them down in a text or word document, or use my calendar if it's an event coming 
up in the short term. 
Email with relevant information is in a folder. But mostly, paper list. 
I usually set up a specific day event in google calender and put the list in the title (I don't like the 
Google to do list manager since i find it harder to visualize in time) 
Memory/Gmail 
Apple notes and reminders 
lists, on the calendar 
My calendar on my phone. I like it to alert me twice the day of each event or task. For 
appointments, I like my calendar to send me a reminder about an hour before the event so I know 
when to start getting ready, and then I like my calendar to send me a reminder about fifteen 
minutes before the event so I know when to leave my house. 
I rely on the reminders. 
Answered previously 
Same as with long-term. I use contexts and projects to keep things organized. Reviews (every 
two or three days) help me decide what is the priority for the day ... to understand my to-do list 
organization you could read a blog or watch screencast by David Sparks (blogs at 
MacSparky.com) 
I list them in my to-do app (Wunderlist). Often, I won't bother to sort them since they will be 
completed before I have a chance to forget about them. 
I usually have a list of things to accomplish, with the day I need to do them by listed by them 
Using my to-do list. 
Make a note about what needs to be done 
Write them down. 
In my calendar 
I don't.  I keep track of these in my head. 
calendar 
I place stars next to them 
List them 
 
Statistic Value 
Total Responses 63 
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21.  Would it be valuable to have a consolidated view of all of your to-dos across all of your 
contexts and tools you use?  

# Answer   
 

Response % 

1 Definitely 
will not   

 

2 3% 

2 Probably will 
not   

 

4 6% 

3 Don't know   
 

9 14% 
4 Probably will   

 

30 45% 

5 Definitely 
will   

 

21 32% 

 Total  66 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 5 
Mean 3.97 
Variance 0.98 
Standard Deviation 0.99 
Total Responses 66 
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22.  Can you provide any additional information you would like to share about your to-do 
management patterns? (feel free to leave this blank) 
Text Response 
I follow the gtd approach 
I like to use something I can easily monitor and customize. I've come to really like Excel sheets 
for this since I can define my own filters based on time, class, priority, etc. They are also able to 
be accessed on pretty much anything so long as I keep it up to date in my dropbox. 
I really sometimes lose track of it all when I get too focused on immediate, important to-dos! 
I think my consolidating tool right now is a manual/pen and paper list that I make at the 
beginning of the week. The digital tools are mainly there as reminders to not let me forget 
deadlines. 
For me, the amount of time spent per to-do is very important for me to track so that is why I use 
a calendar.  I know that some people us an electronic to do list that simple lists the to-dos and 
allows them to check them off.  I do not see the benefit in doing this for me.  However, I should 
mention that I do not solely use an electronic to do list.  At work I also write a written to-do list 
on a scrap of paper when I first arrive at work.  I look at my calendar for electronic to dos and 
then I write down the specific things I need to do to achieve those smaller to-dos.  For example, 
looking at a scrap of paper on my desk from last week it reads:  Things to do today - take out in-
line CSS styles  Goal (930); Actual (10) - put in alerts Goal (1130) Actual (1100) - 
documentation  The number in the goal represents the time I want to finish that task.  The actual 
records when I actually finished.  I do this so I know if I am running late. 
Sometimes I have a lot of metadata, initial work, prerequisites or other important information 
that needs to be stored with the TODO element. However, sometimes I just need a single 
reminder. It's hard for me to organize all of that information coherently. 
I get overwhelmed by the amount every so often, and it feels cluttered. Having my Desktop 
Cluttered is a hassle and makes me want to finish everything , but many times, since I don't have 
the time to complete it, it just gets in the way. But If I don't put it in a place where I will always 
see it (aka my desktop) , I will completely forget about it. 
For individual users, Google Tasks does not exist anymore. It is now Google Keep. I'm not sure 
if this is the same for university or enterprise users. I used Google Tasks (and it's Google 
Calendar integration) for all of my digital task management until it was discontinued. I have had 
trouble transitioning to Google Keep, so I have been exploring other options. During the more 
stressful times in the semester, however, I typically revert to pen and paper list making. The act 
of making a physical list is more soothing than the act of making a digital one, especially during 
high-stress times. 
I just realized I also use a note application on my phone for to-do's as well.  I'm a person who 
usually remembers everything I have to do in my head, but likes to back up that list just in case. I 
don't usually look at my sticky notes/notes on my phone after I write them down. What is MOST 
helpful to me is actually writing the task down, since that really helps me solidify the task in my 
head. 
I'm typically very organized. Most of my digital to-dos are just in case type of things. 
I color code my to-do tasks by context. 
For academics, I classify my classes (around 4-5) by initials (e.g. Computer Organization -> CO) 
with a dash and say a required assignment. I would write this out as many times as needed to 
constantly remind myself that I have this task to do. Higher priority items will be formatted 
differently according to my color system.  For anything else, I would classify it as its nature (e.g. 
internship, career opportunities, and such -> career) and spatially separate them from everything 
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else. 
I tried to keep up with to-doist, but it wasn't tangible enough for me. I like to have a physical 
record of things that I have to do and have completed so I can adjust them as needed. I also find 
this to be a way to better keep record of the history of these to-dos as they change over time. 
I keep most of my to-dos in a Microsoft Word document. Sometimes, if the to-dos occur at 
specific times (such as a weekly meeting), i set them on my Google Calendar and Apple 
Reminders so that I can get phone notifications an hour or two prior to the event. 
It would be nice to have one system but I haven't found one that seems to answer both the needs 
of long-term (which almost should act as a notebook one tucks away for later review) and a 
automated reminder system for pressing matters. 
I tend to set things up to generate emails (group emails, repeating calendar events, calendar 
email reminders, python scripts that send emails) and then when I complete a task, I go to gmail, 
go to the next oldest item, see if I can complete it, and then repeat. 
There are a bunch of different tools out there for different types of to do tasks but it would be 
nice if they would integrate all tools on one view 
On my laptop, I always always always have my Google Calendar open in one tab and Gmail in 
another, and they stay open no matter what else I'm using my internet browser for. I also have an 
android phone and find the Google Calendar and Google Tasks apps to be incredibly helpful. 
The only thing that could make them better would be some sort of guilt-tripping mechanism for 
when I ignore a task in my to-do list (I say "ignore" because I rarely ever forget about something 
that I put in my Google Tasks). If the app could keep me from procrastinating that would be 
really cool. 
Reminders or pop-out would be useful 
I use Google Keep and I've set it as my homepage so that every time I open a new browser I can 
see all of my to dos. 
I also use paper to do lists to help me. 
I normally just use a physical assignment book 
I usually have an overall monthly to-do list, a weekly to-do list, and daily to-do lists. The 
monthly view is a bigger and broader view of long-term to-dos over the month, such as tests to 
study for, projects to complete, and even things such as weekly homeworks. The weekly view is 
a breakdown of how I want to tackle the long-term goals over this week, and the daily to-dos are 
everything I want to complete that day. 
It is important to me to see completed tasks in order to feel positively about making progress. 
need the digital to-do list to be accessible across many platforms (Android, iOS, Mac, Windows, 
Internet) 
I have tried following a Getting-Things-Done (GTD) approach. I find that it is too constraining 
and demanding. I will probably switch to my own variation of the idea to make it more usable. 
collaborative todo lists limits which digital manager you can use.  Next, context limits, where 
certain features are needed.  these two limit which todo list to use more than anyhting. 
I do not like to see accomplished tasks in my list.   I need to be able to add a task to the list 
quickly, I don't want to have to input a date that it needs to be due or a time or add a color to it 
(like in Google calendar, I tried that out for a while but I just want to add things quickly). 
I'm a pen and paper person, not interested in expanding or adapting my use of digital to-dos. 
Visualization is what is most important to me.  The trouble I have run into with digital to do lists 
is that it usually has a singe view that it supports.  For me long-term and short-term lists need a 
different form of visualization, and short-term lists are sometimes and sometimes not sub-
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categories of long term lists.  If I have lots of tasks in lots of layers that are all in the same 
category, I like excel since I can use each new column as a new subcategory level and it is very 
consolidated.  For regular short-term lists I like to see it in the context of a calender.  For long-
term lists sometimes I like to associate a collection of resources like the way you can put internet 
information in OneNote easily. 
This is a space that I need help with. Organization of my tasks and goals is something I have 
actively tried mastering but am unable to either because the app doesn't work across my 
laptop/phone seamlessly or the interface isn't intuitive (as is with Evernote). 
It would be useful to: add priopirities view them on desktop (linux), tablets and mobile (android) 
add progress have subtasks 
I like the tag function on Evernote. That gives me a broad view of the similar topics in my to-do 
list. 
I think this is a cool and important study, but I found the survey items to be unclear. I would 
recommend more pilot testing next time. Good luck! 
The biggest considerations for my digital to-do list management are 1) is it easy to input a task, 
2) can I organized tasks using multiple methods (context, projects, due date, etc.), 3) can I access 
it across all of my devices (computer, phone, tablet, web, etc.), 4) is to reasonably priced? 
I used to use the more complicated "GTD" (Getting Things Done) method, but I found that I was 
spending more time organizing my tasks than I was working on them.  There was one feature 
that I miss from the more complicated software I used to use: start dates for tasks. That helped 
me manage long-term to-dos that were on hold while waiting for additional resources. For 
example, I might be working on a web page that will have a photo on it, but that photo will not 
be taken until tomorrow morning.  I could set a "start date" of tomorrow afternoon for the task 
"Add photo to web page." Until then, it wouldn't sit in my list of tasks, distracting me. 
I like to be able to add additional details to to-dos, especially when I am actively working on 
them. 
I actually use a paper planner for most of my to dos. It's in a small book that I carry with me 
wherever I go. I only use digital for work tasks and I include any of those with specific times and 
dates in my planner as well. 
A lot of to-do items were listed months ago, but I've put them off and have never gotten around 
to doing them yet 
 
Statistic Value 
Total Responses 39 
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23.  What's your occupation? 
Text Response 
graduate student 
Full time PhD student 
Student 
Master's student in computer science. 
assistant professor 
grad student 
professor 
user experience (UX) designer. 
Computer Science PhD Student 
Studen 
Student 
biological scientist 
Graduate student 
Ph.D. student, educaator 
student, unemployed 
Computer Science Undergraduate Student 
Student in Computer Science 
graduate student 
full-time student, Textbook Order clerk, Graduate Teaching Assistant, Tutor 
Student - Undergrad 
CS 
Research Assistant Professor 
graduate student 
Undergraduate Student 
Student 
Student/Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Tech Student, Student General Manager with Dining Services 
Student 
Student 
Student 
Programmer 
Student 
Graduate student 
Phd student 
Graduate student 
Student in Computer Science - currently employed by VT Dining Services as Student Manager 
Marketing 
student studying CS 
Computer Science undergraduate 
Student/self-employed 
student 
student 
PhD CS Student 
researcher 
Student 
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Student (Undergrad) 
University faculty 
Graduate student 
Graduate Student 
PhD student in Computer Science 
Graduate student 
GRA 
Graduate student 
Student 
Phd. Student 
PhD Candidate 
Graduate Student, consultant, academic 
Web Designer / Graduate Student 
Undergraduate Computer Science Major 
Engineer 
Refugee medical liaison/medical caseworker 
Graduate Student / Engineer 
researcher 
full-time student 
IT 
PhD student, Graduate Assistant, Personal Trainer, Fitness Instructor 
Student, Computer Science major 
 
Statistic Value 
Total Responses 67 
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Appendix C: YAPM To-do JSON-formatted data object 
 

{ 
  "tid": int, 
  "pid": int,  
  "uid": int, 
  "todo": string, 
  "htmlLink": string, 
  "created": datetime, 
  "modifed": datetime,  
} 
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Appendix D: Google Calendar Event JSON-formatted data object 
 

{ 
  "kind": "calendar#event", 
  "etag": etag, 
  "id": string, 
  "status": string, 
  "htmlLink": string, 
  "created": datetime, 
  "updated": datetime, 
  "summary": string, 
  "description": string, 
  "location": string, 
  "colorId": string, 
  "creator": { 
    "id": string, 
    "email": string, 
    "displayName": string, 
    "self": boolean 
  }, 
  "organizer": { 
    "id": string, 
    "email": string, 
    "displayName": string, 
    "self": boolean 
  }, 
  "start": { 
    "date": date, 
    "dateTime": datetime, 
    "timeZone": string 
  }, 
  "end": { 
    "date": date, 
    "dateTime": datetime, 
    "timeZone": string 
  }, 
  "endTimeUnspecified": boolean, 
  "recurrence": [ 
    string 
  ], 
  "recurringEventId": string, 
  "originalStartTime": { 
    "date": date, 
    "dateTime": datetime, 
    "timeZone": string 
  }, 
  "transparency": string, 
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  "visibility": string, 
  "iCalUID": string, 
  "sequence": integer, 
  "attendees": [ 
    { 
      "id": string, 
      "email": string, 
      "displayName": string, 
      "organizer": boolean, 
      "self": boolean, 
      "resource": boolean, 
      "optional": boolean, 
      "responseStatus": string, 
      "comment": string, 
      "additionalGuests": integer 
    } 
  ], 
  "attendeesOmitted": boolean, 
  "extendedProperties": { 
    "private": { 
      (key): string 
    }, 
    "shared": { 
      (key): string 
    } 
  }, 
  "hangoutLink": string, 
  "gadget": { 
    "type": string, 
    "title": string, 
    "link": string, 
    "iconLink": string, 
    "width": integer, 
    "height": integer, 
    "display": string, 
    "preferences": { 
      (key): string 
    } 
  }, 
  "anyoneCanAddSelf": boolean, 
  "guestsCanInviteOthers": boolean, 
  "guestsCanModify": boolean, 
  "guestsCanSeeOtherGuests": boolean, 
  "privateCopy": boolean, 
  "locked": boolean, 
  "reminders": { 
    "useDefault": boolean, 
    "overrides": [ 
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      { 
        "method": string, 
        "minutes": integer 
      } 
    ] 
  }, 
  "source": { 
    "url": string, 
    "title": string 
  } 
} 
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Appendix E: Task chip grid placement 
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Appendix F: VT IRB-14-1203 Approval Letter  
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Appendix G: VT IRB-15-049 Approval Letter  
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Appendix H: Study 2 Survey 
 
This survey is being conducted to learn about your experience while using our ambient display 
system for the TaskAmbient research project. The information collected here will strictly be used 
for this research and may be published. If there are any questions about the survey and its use, 
please feel free to contact me at sheriff1@vt.edu. 
 
For the past few days, the TaskAmbient system: (only 3 questions shown)  
 
Q3 “helped me remember individual tasks (1 or more)”  
m Strongly Disagree (1) 
m Disagree (2) 
m Neither Agree nor Disagree (3) 
m Agree (4) 
m Strongly Agree (5) 
 
Q4  “provided a valuable overview of my individual tasks”  
m Strongly Disagree (1) 
m Disagree (2) 
m Neither Agree nor Disagree (3) 
m Agree (4) 
m Strongly Agree (5) 
 
Q5 “helped me stay aware of tasks in my color-coded areas”  
m Strongly Disagree (1) 
m Disagree (2) 
m Neither Agree nor Disagree (3) 
m Agree (4) 
m Strongly Agree (5) 
 
Q6 “provided a valuable overview of tasks in my color-coded areas”  
m Strongly Disagree (1) 
m Disagree (2) 
m Neither Agree nor Disagree (3) 
m Agree (4) 
m Strongly Agree (5) 
 
Q7 “provided enough information to comprehend my task information and color-coded areas” 
m Strongly Disagree (1) 
m Disagree (2) 
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m Neither Agree nor Disagree (3) 
m Agree (4) 
m Strongly Agree (5) 
 
Q8 “provided valued access to my task information” 
m Strongly Disagree (1) 
m Disagree (2) 
m Neither Agree nor Disagree (3) 
m Agree (4) 
m Strongly Agree (5) 
 
Q9 “fit into my workflow and lifestyle” 
m Strongly Disagree (1) 
m Disagree (2) 
m Neither Agree nor Disagree (3) 
m Agree (4) 
m Strongly Agree (5) 
 
Q10 “provided a reason for further exploration into my task information” 
m Strongly Disagree (1) 
m Disagree (2) 
m Neither Agree nor Disagree (3) 
m Agree (4) 
m Strongly Agree (5) 
 
Q11 “was not referred to in order to gather information” 
m Strongly Disagree (1) 
m Disagree (2) 
m Neither Agree nor Disagree (3) 
m Agree (4) 
m Strongly Agree (5) 
 
Q12 “was a distraction or disturbance” 
m Strongly Disagree (1) 
m Disagree (2) 
m Neither Agree nor Disagree (3) 
m Agree (4) 
m Strongly Agree (5) 
 
Q13 I would continue to use the TaskAmbient upon completion of this study: 
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m Strongly Disagree (1) 
m Disagree (2) 
m Neither Agree nor Disagree (3) 
m Agree (4) 
m Strongly Agree (5) 
 
Q14 Would you like to answer additional questions about your experience with TaskAmbient? 
m Yes (1) à would show all questions above (Q3-Q13). 
m No (2) 
 
Q15 Do you have any additional comments on your use of the TaskAmbient system, such as 
improvements that can be made to the system, difficulties encountered using the system, or 
undesired functionalities of the system? 
 
Q16 Please provide your study ID number (If you have forgotten your study ID number, please 
email sheriff1@vt.edu) 
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Appendix I: Study 2 Interview Questions 
 
1. Can you describe the value, if any, of having an ambient display showing a visual metaphor of 
your personal task information?  
 a. Did it aid in reminding you to tend to a task or area of responsibility? — If so, how?  
 b. Did it aid in helping you stay aware of tasks or areas of responsibility? — If so, how?  
 
2. Can you describe the most common, or relevant situations in which you referred to the 
system? 
 
 a. Were you able to gain insight from your task knowledge to help you prepare to take 
action? 
 
3. Can you describe the most common, or relevant situations in which you interacted with the 
system? 
 
4. How did you notice your usage of the system has changed over the course of your use, if at 
all? 
 
5. Can you describe how you placed the ambient display in your workspace, at home, and other 
usage environments? 
 a. Drawing exercise on whiteboard, if needed 
 b. How did placing it in these places affect your use? 
 
6. How useful did you find:  
 a. The ability to view individual task information?  
 b. The way information about individual tasks was conveyed on the chip?  
 c. The ability to filter the view based on context (priority, date, category)?  
 d. The ability to view past tasks? 
 e. The ability to color-code and group various calendars and to-do lists based on your 
areas of responsibility (or your own criteria)? 
 
7. Are there any features you would have liked to have seen:  
 a. Included in the ambient display system?  
 b. Removed from the ambient display system? 
  
8. How could TaskAmbient be improved for your personal use?  
 
9. What were some detracting qualities about the design of TaskAmbient? 
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10. How did using the ambient display system affect your personal task management practices, if 
at all?  
 
11. Are there any additional comments you have on your usage of the system, or the system as a 
whole?  
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Appendix J: Study 2 Survey Results  
 
1. “helped me remember individual tasks (1 or more)”  

# Answer   
 

Response % 

1 Strongly 
Disagree   

 

1 8% 

2 Disagree   
 

3 25% 

3 
Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

  
 

3 25% 

4 Agree   
 

5 42% 

5 Strongly 
Agree   

 

0 0% 

 Total  12 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 4 
Mean 3.00 
Variance 1.09 
Standard Deviation 1.04 
Total Responses 12 
 
2. “provided a valuable overview of my individual tasks”  

# Answer   
 

Response % 

1 Strongly 
Disagree   

 

1 9% 

2 Disagree   
 

3 27% 

3 
Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

  
 

4 36% 

4 Agree   
 

3 27% 

5 Strongly 
Agree   

 

0 0% 

 Total  11 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 4 
Mean 2.82 
Variance 0.96 
Standard Deviation 0.98 
Total Responses 11 
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3.  “helped me stay aware of tasks in my color-coded areas”  
# Answer   

 

Response % 

1 Strongly 
Disagree   

 

0 0% 

2 Disagree   
 

2 17% 

3 
Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

  
 

7 58% 

4 Agree   
 

3 25% 

5 Strongly 
Agree   

 

0 0% 

 Total  12 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 2 
Max Value 4 
Mean 3.08 
Variance 0.45 
Standard Deviation 0.67 
Total Responses 12 
 
4.  “provided a valuable overview of tasks in my color-coded areas”  

# Answer   
 

Response % 

1 Strongly 
Disagree   

 

0 0% 

2 Disagree   
 

3 27% 

3 
Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

  
 

3 27% 

4 Agree   
 

5 45% 

5 Strongly 
Agree   

 

0 0% 

 Total  11 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 2 
Max Value 4 
Mean 3.18 
Variance 0.76 
Standard Deviation 0.87 
Total Responses 11 
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5.  “provided enough information to comprehend my task      information and color-coded areas” 
# Answer   

 

Response % 

1 Strongly 
Disagree   

 

0 0% 

2 Disagree   
 

5 45% 

3 
Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

  
 

1 9% 

4 Agree   
 

5 45% 

5 Strongly 
Agree   

 

0 0% 

 Total  11 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 2 
Max Value 4 
Mean 3.00 
Variance 1.00 
Standard Deviation 1.00 
Total Responses 11 
 
6.  “provided valued access to my task information” 

# Answer   
 

Response % 

1 Strongly 
Disagree   

 

0 0% 

2 Disagree   
 

2 15% 

3 
Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

  
 

6 46% 

4 Agree   
 

5 38% 

5 Strongly 
Agree   

 

0 0% 

 Total  13 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 2 
Max Value 4 
Mean 3.23 
Variance 0.53 
Standard Deviation 0.73 
Total Responses 13 
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7.  “fit into my workflow and lifestyle” 
# Answer   

 

Response % 

1 Strongly 
Disagree   

 

0 0% 

2 Disagree   
 

4 31% 

3 
Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

  
 

2 15% 

4 Agree   
 

7 54% 

5 Strongly 
Agree   

 

0 0% 

 Total  13 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 2 
Max Value 4 
Mean 3.23 
Variance 0.86 
Standard Deviation 0.93 
Total Responses 13 
 
8.  “provided a reason for further exploration into my task      information” 

# Answer   
 

Response % 

1 Strongly 
Disagree   

 

0 0% 

2 Disagree   
 

2 17% 

3 
Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

  
 

4 33% 

4 Agree   
 

6 50% 

5 Strongly 
Agree   

 

0 0% 

 Total  12 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 2 
Max Value 4 
Mean 3.33 
Variance 0.61 
Standard Deviation 0.78 
Total Responses 12 
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9.  “was not referred to in order to gather information” 
# Answer   

 

Response % 

1 Strongly 
Disagree   

 

0 0% 

2 Disagree   
 

0 0% 

3 
Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

  
 

3 43% 

4 Agree   
 

4 57% 

5 Strongly 
Agree   

 

0 0% 

 Total  7 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 3 
Max Value 4 
Mean 3.57 
Variance 0.29 
Standard Deviation 0.53 
Total Responses 7 
 
10.  “was a distraction or disturbance” 

# Answer   
 

Response % 

1 Strongly 
Disagree   

 

3 25% 

2 Disagree   
 

5 42% 

3 
Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

  
 

4 33% 

4 Agree   
 

0 0% 

5 Strongly 
Agree   

 

0 0% 

 Total  12 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 3 
Mean 2.08 
Variance 0.63 
Standard Deviation 0.79 
Total Responses 12 
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11.  I would continue to use the TaskAmbient upon completion of this study: 
# Answer   

 

Response % 

1 Strongly 
Disagree   

 

0 0% 

2 Disagree   
 

10 26% 

3 
Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

  
 

14 36% 

4 Agree   
 

15 38% 

5 Strongly 
Agree   

 

0 0% 

 Total  39 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 2 
Max Value 4 
Mean 3.13 
Variance 0.64 
Standard Deviation 0.80 
Total Responses 39 
 
12.  Would you like to answer additional questions about your experience with TaskAmbient? 

# Answer   
 

Response % 
1 Yes   

 

19 49% 
2 No   

 

20 51% 
 Total  39 100% 

 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 2 
Mean 1.51 
Variance 0.26 
Standard Deviation 0.51 
Total Responses 39 
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13. “helped me remember individual tasks (1 or more)”  
# Answer   

 

Response % 

1 Strongly 
Disagree   

 

0 0% 

2 Disagree   
 

8 47% 

3 
Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

  
 

3 18% 

4 Agree   
 

5 29% 

5 Strongly 
Agree   

 

1 6% 

 Total  17 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 2 
Max Value 5 
Mean 2.94 
Variance 1.06 
Standard Deviation 1.03 
Total Responses 17 
 
14. “provided a valuable overview of my individual tasks”  

# Answer   
 

Response % 

1 Strongly 
Disagree   

 

2 13% 

2 Disagree   
 

5 31% 

3 
Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

  
 

4 25% 

4 Agree   
 

5 31% 

5 Strongly 
Agree   

 

0 0% 

 Total  16 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 4 
Mean 2.75 
Variance 1.13 
Standard Deviation 1.06 
Total Responses 16 
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15.  “helped me stay aware of tasks in my color-coded areas”  
# Answer   

 

Response % 

1 Strongly 
Disagree   

 

1 7% 

2 Disagree   
 

5 33% 

3 
Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

  
 

5 33% 

4 Agree   
 

4 27% 

5 Strongly 
Agree   

 

0 0% 

 Total  15 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 4 
Mean 2.80 
Variance 0.89 
Standard Deviation 0.94 
Total Responses 15 
 
16.  “provided a valuable overview of tasks in my color-coded areas”  

# Answer   
 

Response % 

1 Strongly 
Disagree   

 

1 7% 

2 Disagree   
 

3 21% 

3 
Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

  
 

6 43% 

4 Agree   
 

4 29% 

5 Strongly 
Agree   

 

0 0% 

 Total  14 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 4 
Mean 2.93 
Variance 0.84 
Standard Deviation 0.92 
Total Responses 14 
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17.  “provided enough information to comprehend my task      information and color-coded areas” 
# Answer   

 

Response % 

1 Strongly 
Disagree   

 

0 0% 

2 Disagree   
 

9 56% 

3 
Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

  
 

3 19% 

4 Agree   
 

4 25% 

5 Strongly 
Agree   

 

0 0% 

 Total  16 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 2 
Max Value 4 
Mean 2.69 
Variance 0.76 
Standard Deviation 0.87 
Total Responses 16 
 
18.  “provided valued access to my task information” 

# Answer   
 

Response % 

1 Strongly 
Disagree   

 

1 6% 

2 Disagree   
 

5 31% 

3 
Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

  
 

4 25% 

4 Agree   
 

6 38% 

5 Strongly 
Agree   

 

0 0% 

 Total  16 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 4 
Mean 2.94 
Variance 1.00 
Standard Deviation 1.00 
Total Responses 16 
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19.  “fit into my workflow and lifestyle” 
# Answer   

 

Response % 

1 Strongly 
Disagree   

 

0 0% 

2 Disagree   
 

6 33% 

3 
Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

  
 

4 22% 

4 Agree   
 

7 39% 

5 Strongly 
Agree   

 

1 6% 

 Total  18 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 2 
Max Value 5 
Mean 3.17 
Variance 0.97 
Standard Deviation 0.99 
Total Responses 18 
 
20.  “provided a reason for further exploration into my task      information” 

# Answer   
 

Response % 

1 Strongly 
Disagree   

 

0 0% 

2 Disagree   
 

7 41% 

3 
Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

  
 

2 12% 

4 Agree   
 

8 47% 

5 Strongly 
Agree   

 

0 0% 

 Total  17 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 2 
Max Value 4 
Mean 3.06 
Variance 0.93 
Standard Deviation 0.97 
Total Responses 17 
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21.  “was not referred to in order to gather information” 
# Answer   

 

Response % 

1 Strongly 
Disagree   

 

0 0% 

2 Disagree   
 

3 19% 

3 
Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

  
 

4 25% 

4 Agree   
 

8 50% 

5 Strongly 
Agree   

 

1 6% 

 Total  16 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 2 
Max Value 5 
Mean 3.44 
Variance 0.80 
Standard Deviation 0.89 
Total Responses 16 
 
22.  “was a distraction or disturbance” 

# Answer   
 

Response % 

1 Strongly 
Disagree   

 

6 32% 

2 Disagree   
 

7 37% 

3 
Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

  
 

3 16% 

4 Agree   
 

3 16% 

5 Strongly 
Agree   

 

0 0% 

 Total  19 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 4 
Mean 2.16 
Variance 1.14 
Standard Deviation 1.07 
Total Responses 19 
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23.  Do you have any additional comments on your use of the TaskAmbient system, such as 
improvements that can be made to the system, difficulties encountered using the system, or 
undesired functionalities of the system? 
Text Response 
Suggestions:  Remember login upon leaving the app customize time threshholds for alerts for 
calendar vs todos integrate with google todos  difficulties are currently based on getting into the 
habit of carrying and using the ipad. Should improve over time with effort. 
I don't get a sense of time with this display other than that an event is upcoming, or what events 
are which. It would be nice to allow custom groupings on a screen, such as combining work and 
school events.  It would also be nice to tell what these events are in more detail than just their 
category. 
Maybe there is a setting I forgot about, but having the option to set things into more of a grid like 
layout would be nice. 
(To create new projects, visit the YAPM app.) Where is a link?  Custom colors?  WHy the 
layout? can i change layout?  can i drag drop?  yapm, horrible name   add some hover text for 
buttons,   ¿DUMP? 
Perhaps it's due ot the way I configured it, but it is assuming that my calendar events are tasks, 
but this is almost never the case for me. 
It needs more clear User interface. Sometimes it becomes difficult to see the tasks 
I wish I could separate tasks from calendar events, and weekly events (like class) wouldn't show 
up until the day of the event to reduce clutter. 
this survey uses "quotes"     some of the statements/questions are confusing, such as "was not 
referred to in order to gather information"   .  It is not a complete thought. 
A separate representation for calendar events, because the classical time based axis approach 
includes more information 
The interface needs some improvement. I still find Google calender more useful, may be because 
I am familiar with it. But I would be happy to explore Task ambient more. :) 
Didn't use TaskAmbient this week. I didn't find much use for it while I was on Spring Break. 
As I mentioned yesterday, that it would be great if the display is changed a little but 
To be able to use audible "pings" to let you know how close an event is could be useful. 
I wish the tasks would automatically load into the display without having to assign them to a 
specific color (maybe having a color that is the "unassigned" group), because I have entered 
tasks but never assigned the group to a color so they don't show up 
Have details about the labels show up on all tasks, not just when a task glows. 
No. By the way you asked the same question twice, haha. 
More and more I want to separate the tasks from calendar events. If there was some way to use 
their location in space, or chip format to distinguish... 
I'm good for now! 
Nothing worth noting at the moment. 
most of my calendar events are not tasks, this is a fundamental problem with my usage task 
ambient using google calendar as the source. it could be interesting if it noticed the reminders i 
set on google calendar (say my aniversary might have a reminder at t-1 mo, t-2 weeks, t-1wk, 
and t-1 day) and used that info to show things. 
just some notes for me to talk to you about when we talk  (To create new projects, visit the 
YAPM app.) Where is a link?  Custom colors?  WHy the layout? can i change layout?  can i drag 
drop?  yapm, horrible name   add some hover text for buttons,   ¿DUMP? --------  the highlight of 
current tasks is nice  what about bed time?   I want to be sleeping, but it focuses on the tasks, 
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when clearly I should be focusing on sleeping.    is there a negative space that can be accounted 
for when its knows I'm supposed to be sleeping?   general is truncated to GENE.   mismatch.   
work on the truncation part  Why are calendar events called tasks?  This project is PERFECT for 
understanding couples and other peoples schedules! 
None 
I wish the calendar chips included times, even a rough estimate, because that's why I expand 
them. The date is less important, since I'm aware of my activation threshold. 
Random idea: Let users drag and drop the chips, and record their behavior and arrangement 
patterns. You'd get their direct usage as ideas for default arrangements. 
None 
When a task/event "glows" it shows a description of the meeting/task. This feature would be 
useful on all chips regardless of whether they are glowing or not.  A non-random organization of 
chips would be useful. I don't care if all of my chips within a color-coded area are grouped 
together; I'm more interested in the temporal relationship than the categorical one.  Changing the 
size of chips to show task/event durations would be helpful, or some other way to note what 
events are longer than others. 
 
Statistic Value 
Total Responses 26 
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24.  Please provide your study ID number (If you have forgotten your study ID number, please 
email sheriff1@vt.edu) 
Text Response 
6 
736 
477 
823 
822 
233 
736 
283 
736 
823 
6 
233 
736 
233 
477 
233 
506 
736 
822 
477 
233 
823 
6 
822 
823 
506 
822 
477 
233 
736 
506 
506 
233 
822 
823 
477 
6 
6 
233 
477 
736 
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Statistic Value 
Total Responses 41 
 
 


